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THE MILITARY INDEBTEDNESS OF EARLY ROME TO ETRURIA

EUGENE s. MCCARTNEY.

tiyadoi yd(>, el xal TIVS; etsgoi,

jusraiafietv 0r] xal tr]1.u>oat TO

(iehiov xal 'Pcoficuot.

(Polyb. VI. 25. 1 1).

HE debt of Rome to Etruria in all fields of her life and art is receiving annually
*

fuller acknowledgement as the evidence slowly but ceaselessly accumulates. For

many of her customs and institutions, civil and religious, public and private, tradition has

long ascribed an Etruscan origin, a claim that is now being substantiated by the science

of archaeology. In no sphere of activity is this indebtedness more pronounced than

in things military
1

. The scope and importance of the contributions of the mysterious

people north of the Tiber to this department of Rome's greatness will be more readily

appreciated if we draw a preliminary picture of the weapons and methods of warfare

in vogue in primitive Latium prior to the establishment of close relations with Etruria.

The reconstruction of such a picture depends in large measure upon literary evi-

dence 2
. Perhaps no single statement in the pages of a Greek or Latin writer may be

1 For the purposes of this paper the writer has re-

garded as due to Etruscan influence the introduction of

any element the knowledge of which was acquired from

the Etruscans, irrespective of its ultimate origin. He
has at times, however, noted incidentally the paths by

which certain weapons made their advent into Etruria.

A short summary of these is to be found on page 166,

n. 3.
2 The numerous quotations that have been culled

from almost every department of Latin literature natu-

rally vary greatly in their value as evidence. From the

very nature of the case the poet is not subject to the

ame restraints as the prose writer, although he may be

versed in archaeology, as was Vergil. The Aeneid's

delineation of ancient tribes may occasionally consist of

pictures of contemporary life in the by-ways [of Italy, and

still be reliable in the main, since in rural and moun-

tainous districts customs and manners changed even more

slowly in antiquity than they do to-day. Before rejecting

Vergil's archaeology one must be very sure of his ground.

(See J. W. MACKAIL, Virgil and Roman Studies, J. R. S.,

Ill, 1-24). Some caution must, however, be exercised

in passages imitative of Homer. Even the words of one

and the same historian may have a different value, as

in the case of Livy for the periods preceding and fol-

lowing 390 B. C., the date of the destruction of Rome

by the Gauls, and the consequent loss of the records and

documents. There is no doubt that Livy and his sources
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taken with the finality of an ipse dixit, yet when we have a rather large mass of tradition,

and this tradition is tenable on a priori grounds, or accords with facts which can be or

have been ascertained by investigation, greater weight must be attached to it. It is the

object of the present study to gather together the various threads of information, and to

weave into a fabric the sporadic statements of classic authors with the almost equally

scattered results of modern research.

All the evidence indicates that the earliest period of Rome's military history, of

which we can get faint glimpses through the enveloping mist, was in no way greatly

unlike that of her barbarian neighbors, or even of savages to-day. In many spheres of

activity nations have trudged painfully up to civilization on roads more or less parallel.

The civilized peoples are differentiated from others chiefly through having travelled farther.

" The archaeologist ", says Pitt-Rivers',
n

traces back the arts and institutions of his

own people and country until he finds that they once existed in a condition as low or

lower than that of existing savages, having the same arts, and using precisely the same

implements and weapons; and he arrives at the conclusion that the difference observable

between existing races is one of divergence and not of origin ". The analogies between

the Greeks and the Romans in the development of military science are especially striking,

as will be shown later.

Perhaps no feature of the primitive Latin accoutrements is so striking as the absence

of bronze. Nee rudis infestis miles radiabat in armis, says Propertius (IV, 1, 27) in

describing early conditions. Here we really have two statements, first that the soldier

was untutored, and secondly, that he did not wear burnished armor. So, too, Vergil

pictures ancient panoply in which there was no ringing shield nor resounding chariot,

Nee clipei currusve sonant (Aen. VII, 686). Livy calls special attention to the fact that

in the first class of the Servian organization the galea, clipeum, ocreae, and lorica were all

of bronze, evidently an innovation and a contrast to the previous equipment. Propertius

goes on to state (IV, 1, 28) that this crude soldiery used to engage in proelia nuda,

i. e., they fought without shield or other defensive equipment.

Offensively the earliest weapon was a club or a shaft, sometimes hardened at the

end by fire. Lucretius (V, 1284) notes the use of sikamm fragmina rami as primitive

arms. Such weapons were never despised. A bronze figure from Sardinia represents a

warrior with a stout club, although he is armed also with a good sword and dagger
2

.

have at times committed anachronisms, and have used paper. Critical comments have been made, as a rule, only
their imaginations to supply missing details. The annalists where confidence in the contents of a passage has been

were apt to duplicate for Latin literature thrilling incidents necessary for the further elaboration of the argument,
or episodes that they found in the pages of the Greek ' The Evolution of Culture and Other Essays, p. 141.

authors. Quotations are introduced, then, only for what 2 G. PINZA, Museo Etrusco Gregoriano, Material!

they are worth, especially in the introductory portion of the per la Etnologia Antica Tuxemo-Lazialc, \, p. 153.
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As late as imperial days the Romans included club-men in their forces. Trajan's Column

shows auxiliaries wielding clubs, in some cases knobbed or studded with nails, while their

swords hang unused by their sides'. In one instance they are drawn up in ranks 2
.

In Greece the club was employed as a weapon in Homeric times, and from this

Tsountas and Manatt postulate its existence among the Mycenaeans
3

. At all events ihe

club-armed Heracles with his animal skin represents the equipment of the pre-historic

period, and the Heracles myths must have originated in the days of wooden weapons
4

.

The primitive lance or spear was made without the use of metal. Professor Helbig

in discussing the hasta donatica pertinently remarks that as long as all spears were made

of wood, it was impossible for the Latins to build an expression like hasta pura, since

every spear was a hasta pura. The circumstance which called this expression into life

was the application of the bronze point to the wooden spear
5

. The original character

of the Greek spear is manifest from the etymology of the word Sopu (( Spue).

The skilful use of fire constituted a marked advance in the making of spears. The

crudest type would be an usta sudes, a shaft hardened at the end by fire, such as

Propertius (IV, 1, 28) pictures in the primitive equipment. Especially illuminating in

this connection is the fact that the cent, or verutum, regarded by some as preeminently

a Roman and Volscian weapon, derives its name from its resemblance to the spit. Such

a use of fire is common, of course, among all peoples, ancient or modern, who are not

far advanced in civilization. Vergil (Aen. XI, 893-894) represents women of a be-

leaguered town as hardening weapons with fire, robore duro stipitibus ferrum sudibusque

imitantur obustis. Likewise Statius in the Thebais (IV, 64-65) pictures warriors with

fire-tempered weapons, robora flammis indurata diu. The Libyan and Mysian contingents

of Xerxes' army carry fire-sharpened spears (Herod. VII, 71, 74).

It seems almost impossible that a people living so near to Rome as did the Oscans

should have retained this type of weapon, yet before the Battle of Cannae the Romans

are represented as having to replace some of their time-honored equipment, since they

were still using pointless fire-hardened missiles as their fathers and fathers' fathers had

done before them:

Ille ciris pila et ferro circumdare pectus

Addiderat: leviora domo de more parenlum

Gestabant tela, ambustas sine cuspide cornos
6

.

1 C. ClCHORlUS, Die Reliefs der Traianssaule, Taf. advanced Assyrians subslituted iron knobs for the knots,

XIX, XXVII, XXIX. Qoncda ukov Terviat/ieva oid>iQ(<> (Herod. VII, 63).

3
ClCHORlUS, op. cit., Taf. L.

' Zur Geschichte der Hasta Donalica, 28-29, Abh.

-' The Mycenaean Age, p. 208. d. k- Gesellschaft d. Wistenschaften zu Gottingen, PhiloL-

4
Parallels may be found even further afield. The Hist. Klasse, Neue Folge, Band X, No. 3.

crudely armed Aethiopes of Xerxes' host carried gnarled
6 Siuus ITALICUS, VIII, 547-549.

clubs, QOTiala ivlcoia (Herod. VII, 69), while the more
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It is worthy of note that in the fourth class of the Servian organization in which

the sweeping reforms are not much felt, the verutum remains', evidently a survival of

the older order of things.

The early warrior of Central Italy was first and foremost a spearman. Gellius has

found in the historical writers as many as eighteen names for missile weapons such as spears,

lances, and javelins, but only eight for sword, knife, and dagger
2
. Festus prefers the

etymology which derives the word Samnite from the Greek aauviov. thus making it

mean "
spearman

" 3
. A scholium on Strabo agrees with him 4

. Festus likewise regards

Romulus Quirinus as Romulus 'the Spearman', and so Quirites as
"

Spearmen ". Can's,

he says
5

,
is the Sabine word for hasta

6
.

Even if the above etymologies for Samnites and Quirites be merely popular, they

show, nevertheless, that the spear was the weapon par excellence of ancient Latium

and Samnium. Another indication of its great antiquity is the primitive custom of using

it to part the hair of the captured bride. There was still another usage which points

to the ascendancy of the spear. Festus records a tradition to the effect that a disgraced

soldier had to surrender his hasta
7
, not the sword, as does a dishonored officer in a

similar position to-day. At present the general of a defeated army hands over his sword ;

in antiquity the vanquished forces passed under spears in token of submission (cf. Livy, III,

28, 10-11), and no more abject ignominy ever befell a Roman army than being subjected

to this treatment, as at the Caudine Forks (op. a'/., IX, 6).

The spear is the oldest weapon, properly so called, of warfare. The suggestion that

from it, or from a parrying stick held in the left hand, was evolved the shield, seems

quite plausible
8

. In the Museo Kircheriano in Rome may be seen long narrow shields of

hide from the upper Nile with the stick running the whole length and projecting from top and

bottom. Such a development as that referred to above may have taken place in Central Italy

since monuments represent shields with spines more or less extended through the center.

1

LIVY, I, 43, 6.

2
Noct. Alt., X, 25.

(

S. v. Samnites, p. 327 M
4

Schol. Strabo, V, 250.
5

S. v. Cum, p. 49 M.
6

In like manner we find the Sigynnae along the

middle Danube named from oiyvvvys,
'

spear
'

(Herod.

V, 9). It seems best to regard the Gaesatae as the

users of the gaesum, in spite of the statement of Polybius

(II, 22, 1) that the word means mercenary.
' Censio haslaria dicebatur cum militi multae nomine

ob delidum militate indicebatur quod hastas Jaret ; p. 54 M.

The oblong shield is the more primitive, as the

sLield seems to have been evolved from the reserve spear
held by the warrior in his left hand, and which he used to

ward off blows or missiles. This spear survives in the assegai

which forms the spine of the Zulu shield ". RIDCEWAY,
The Early Age of Greece, I, p. 479, n. 2. Sir Arthur

Evans holds much the same view :
"

It seems to me

possible that the long pointed boss of these Mykenaean
shields represents the original parrying-stick, which was

probably the earliest form of shield. The combination

of the parrying-stick and the targe or body-shield may
be illustrated from various parts of the world. In Su-

matra it survives as a raised keel in front of an oar-like

shield. Among the Kaffirs the parrying-stick is preserved

at the back of an elliptical body-shield ; and this method

is often followed by savage races ". J. H. S., XIII, 1892,

p. 215, n. 44. A good illustration of this boss is found

on the same page.
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We are told that Camillas taught his troops to use the long basta (u<rao<; |/,owcpo<;)

to break the blows of the long heavy swords of their opponents
1

. Drawings from a

tomb at Tarquinii show a shieldless warrior employing a spear to deflect another that

had been hurled at him 2
.

The present writer is inclined to hazard the conjecture that in the use of the dual

number in describing the spears of the ancient warrior, we may see a reminiscence of

the reserve spear. We find instances where expressions such as bina hastilia mean, not

two spears each, but a pair of spears, or perhaps better still a couple of spears. The

dual number was employed originally of things that go naturally in pairs, as of eyes and

ears, and then by extension, of things that go artificially in pairs, such as the horses of

a chariot. The use of the dual for the spears may date from a time when a pair of

them was almost as natural to a man as his two legs or arms.

As weapons of offense the bow and the arrow are of course familiar in primitive

communities, and Latium is no exception to the rule, as is attested by the finding of

arrow-heads. In the Monies Corniculani, now known as Monticelli, there have been

discovered in tombs arrow-points of good workmanship. In some instances their position

below the skull indicates the use of the quiver
3

. One interesting hoard of sixteen con-

tained two specimens which had been coated with a red oxide except at the neck. Here

they retained their original color, thus revealing where the ligature and the end of the

shaft had been 4
.

The fossilized word arquites indicates a prehistoric stratum in archery. Excello has

been taken to be a faded military metaphor meaning
"

to overshoot
" 5

,
in which case

the transferred use would seem to be derived from the common employment of the bow

and the arrow, rather than from the spear.

The Romans early began to look with scorn upon this weapon, as did the Greeks,

and the conspicuous absence of all mention of it in Livy's account of the Servian organ-

ization shows what strides the Children of Mars had already made in the infancy of

their military development. When it does reappear in the hands of the auxiliaries, its

users are called, not " bowmen ", but n arrowmen ", sagittarii. In rejecting it for them-

selves, the Romans were not following the example of the Etruscans among whom it contin-

ued to be used much longer.

The most obvious device for protection against spears and missiles is, of course, the

shield. Both the shape and method of construction of the earliest Latin buckler were,

1

Purr., Cam., 40. drawing of the painting.

2
CANINA, Etruria Marittima, PI. LXXX, Fig. 3.

s Mon. Ant., XV, p. 20.

The defensive use of the spear is shown more clearly
4

Oft. cil., p. 22.

in Mrs. Gray's Sepulchres of Ancient Etruria, plate facing
s O. WEISE, Language and Character of the. Roman

p. 180. She states that she has given a very accurate People (trans, by Strong and Campbell), p. 16.

16
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however, far different from that of Caesar's day. Diodorus (XXIII, 2) preserves a cu-

rious piece of antiquarian lore to the effect that the Romans had originally square shields,

and as he contrasts them with the round bronze shields of the Etruscans, they were of

different material, most probably of hide, braced and stiffened by a framework 1

.

There is another shield, the ancile, for the use of which by the Etruscans no evi-

dence has been found
2

. Professor Helbig in his exhaustive researches on the attributes

of the Salii
3

has come to the conclusion that the accoutrements of these priests represent

the military outfit of the ancient Latin patrician
4

. He sees Mycenaean influence in the

ancilia that they carried.

Other points of contact are supposed to exist between the martial equipment of

Central Italy and the Mycenaean civilization. I shall stop to mention two or three in-

stances. There have been unearthed in the Italic peninsula swords having a thin flat

handle with raised edges, of which a Roman example has been illustrated and described

by Pinza 5
. He adopts the general view that this type is like swords found in Greece,

and is inclined to assign its diffusion in Italy to the last Mycenaean period. The high

ridged helmet, found more or less frequently in Etruria, is believed by the same writer

to have been introduced there by coasting vessels which had worked their way to Crete

through Southern Italy
6

. This type, as well as the simple hemispherical helmet, Helbig

himself attributes to Mycenaean influence
7

.

Yet it is worthy of note that no actual remains of a two-lobed shield have been

found in Italy, not even a bronze appurtenance, so that one wonders whether the ancile

ever intercepted a missile in Latium. It is possible that it may have acquired its ritual-

istic significance before its advent among the Latins. Dionysius (II, 70) does, in fact,

tell us that it resembled the shields carried by those performing the sacred rites of the

Curetes among the Greeks.

There have been found, apparently co-extensive with the Mycenaean civilization,

small bi-lobed objects used as amulets. Professor Ernest Gardner thus sums up a

1

Shields of hide are, of course, very common.
Homer (Iliad, XXIII, 2) describes the early Greek buckler

simply as an ox-hide. Those entirely of wood are prob-

ably less frequent. The Greeks applied to the Persian

shield the word yeQQov,
'

wicker '. (WALDE, Lot. Eiym.
Worterbucri, s. v. gerra, derives the Latin word from the

Greek yf$(>ov,
"

Rutengeflecht, geflochtener Schild ").

The Lusitani, the most valiant of the Iberians had very
serviceable shields made wholly of plaited sinew (Dioo.
Sic. V, 34, 4). That such materials might be used effect-

ively even against the best weapons of antiquity, we know
from the fact that the gladiators of Spartacus improvised
bucklers of wicker-work and hides. (pLOR. II, 8, 6).

2
If this type of shield was actually employed in war

by the Latins, the period of its use must have overlapped

the early stages of Etruscan influence.
' W. HELBIG, Sur les Attributs des Saliens, Memoires

de I'Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, XXXVII,
1905, 2-= partie, PP . 205-276.

4
In the same manner the Montenegrins preserve

as decorations in their ceremonies their antiquated an-

cestral weapons.
s Man. Ant., XV, pp. 615-616.
6
Op. at., XV, p. 638 ; illustration p. 639.

"

Sur les Attributs des Saliens, pp. 236-237.
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monograph on this subject :

" These curious objects, found among Mycenaean antiquities,

have a symbolical meaning, and are of a form which is derived from shields. They are

to be regarded as conventional and abridged representations of an armed divinity. To

call them Palladia is the simplest way of expressing this fact
"

'. It is worth noting

that Helbig's chief archaeological evidence consists of two engraved stones from seal rings.

The reason for the peculiar sanctity of the two-lobed shield has been thus expressed

by a French writer: " L'arme defensive, le bouclier, est devenu au meme titre que

1'arme offensive un symbole divin. Si ce caractere est plus particulierement echu a la

forme bilobee dite en huit, c'est peut-etre que cette forme evoquait les idoles en violon

repandues dans tout le bassin egeen
B 2

.

A recent publication advocates the view that the ancilia were talismans of Mars,

and that they date back to the introduction of metallurgy from Crete into Italy; that

the dance is a survival of the magical dance of the Cretan blacksmiths 3
; and that the

clashing of the weapons is a ritual act intended to put to flight evil spirits
4

.

I hesitate to accept Helbig's view that the ancile was actually used in Italy for

war. I am unable, however, to explain how the shield, originally purely military in

character, came to be included, simply in a ritualistic significance, in a stratum of weapons

and equipment demonstrably martial in origin, as was the panoply of the Salii.

The spear and shield were, then, the favorite equipment of Central Italy in prim-

itive times, as indeed they continued to be well on into the historical period. In fact

some of the vases and monuments show warriors armed only with such weapons. It

must not be supposed, however, that the Roman so accoutred was not a dangerous an-

tagonist. Even a casual examination of the wooden spears of New Guinea, of which

specimens are exhibited in the Museo Kircheriano in Rome, impresses one with their

formidable character.

An idea of what such equipment can accomplish even against modern arms "
is af-

forded by the battles at Teb and vicinity between the British troops under General

Graham and the Arabs of Osman Digma, in 1 884. The Arabs, armed with spear and

shield, and inspired with frantic courage, rushed in crowds upon the British squares. But

the incessant volleys of the repeating rifles poured a ceaseless deluge of balls upon them,

and not many of the blacks lived to reach the bayonets. At a few points where the line

was for a moment broken, the lithe Arab with his spear proved a deadly foe ; but rifle

and revolver restored the day
" 5

.

The primitive Latin warrior was not accustomed to fight with the sword.

1 E. GARDNER, /. H. S., XIII, 1892, p. 24.
3 R. CIRILLJ, Les Pretres Danseurs de Rome, p. 144.

2 REN DUSSAUD, Les Civilisations Prehelleniques
4
Op. dt., p. 147.

Jans le Bassin de la Mer gee, 2 ed., p. 341 .

s
Requoted from H. P. JUDSON, Caesar's Army, p. 58.
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Swordsmanship, especially the use of the point, is a mark of advancing civilization
1

, and

the Romans were slow in learning the lesson. In the necropolis at Alba Longa there

were found lance-points, but no swords 2
,
a fact which lends peculiar appositeness to the

basta, rather than the gladius, as the symbol of Mars.

The absence of this weapon in the two lower classes of the Servian organization
3

is an indication that it was not part of the traditional equipment of the warrior. The

words of Caeso afford further confirmation of the predilection of early Rome for the

spear : 00* T,V 6 &vmtt%&< fy-uv Oupeis -rcaTpios ouo' IKTUOUS efyo^sv^ aXX nvicunv ejxa-

yoaeOa, ml Sopaaiv
4

. The gladius is ignored
5

. We may feel sure, then, that it was

not in primitive days that the Roman came to love " the clashing of broadsword and

of shield ".

Yet the Latin warrior was not without a cutting instrument. Knife or dagger blades

in stone have been found in Latium, and with the advent of the eneolithic age the

triangular dagger blade of copper so familiar in Italy made its appearance
6

. It is a

striking coincidence that the Greek word jxa^aipo. indicated originally a knife, and not

a sword.

A primitive weapon which was much used in Central Italy is the funda. The fifth

class of the Servian organization, which was presumably least affected by innovations,

continued to fight with slings and stones
7
, as they had done before. Vergil, too, repre-

sents the early inhabitants of Latium as using this weapon
6
. As late as the Second

Punic War several Italian peoples presented themselves for military service armed with

the sling accustomed to bring down birds from the high heaven " 9
. Though the

Romans early abandoned the funda, slingers were always welcome among the auxiliaries,

notably the Balearic contingents. A good illustration of a funditor is still to be seen on

Trajan's Column I0
.

1
It is a surprising fact that we do not find swords

included in the lists of weapons of the prehistoric set-

tlements of Troy. See W. DORPFELD, Traja and //ton,

pp. 320 ff. A significant statement is made by the excavator

of Troy:
"

Among the 90 moulds or thereabouts, which

I collected, and which have forms for all the weapons I

discovered, as well as for others which 1 did not find,

there is not one for a sword ". H. SCHLIEMANN, Ilios:

The City and Country of the Trojans, p. 483.
2
BAUMEISTER, Denkmaler des Klassischen Altertums,

s. v. Waffen, p. 2047.
s
DIONYSIUS (IV, 1 7, 1 ) does, however, assign fiyt)

to the fourth class.

4
ARNIM, Ineditum Valicanum, Hermes, XXVII

1892, P . 121.

So likewise, the Germani of the days of Tacitus

made but little use of the sword. In its stead they had

a sharp-pointed lance which they employed at close

quarters or at a distance. TAG., Germ., 6.

' When the Thracians joined the army of Xerxes,

they had reached about the same stage of development
in their armor as had the primitive Latins. Herodotus

(VII, 75) informs us that they wore fox-skin caps, and

buskins of fawn-skin on their feet and legs, that their

weapons were spears and shields, and, as one might

expect, small hand-knives, lyxeiQidia JUIXQU. Likewise

the Persians when they had their short spears, their great

bows and their reed-arrows, carried hand-daggers in ad-

dition, JtQog de ly^etQlSta (HERODOTUS, VII, 61).
7
LIVY, I, 43, 7.

8
Am., VII, 686-687.

9
SIL. ITAL., VIII, 521-522.

10
CICHORIUS, op. c7., Taf. XLVII.
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Another crude device, the axe, was presumably employed as a weapon. Specimens

in stone, copper and bronze have been found in Latium in tombs of great antiquity
1

,

and we know that among Rome's Oscan neighbors to the south its use persisted as late

as Hannibalic days
2

. Even the Etruscans still retained it when the monuments show

well-made swords and spears, and indicate a high stage of military development. The

early realization that its possibilities were limited is greatly to the credit of the Latins.

Having studied the weapons of the primitive Latin, we may now inquire what he

wore to protect himself. Armor is slow in its development since the defense naturally

lags behind the offense, and, in addition, is despised by barbaric courage. Tacitus (Germ.

6) describes the Germani as having shields, but states that only a few had a lorica, and

but one or two a cassis or gaiea. They fought nude or else wore only a cloak. At

the battle of Telamon in 225 B. C., the Gaesatae threw aside even their jerkins and

trousers and engaged in battle naked 3
. On Trajan's Column there are numerous battle-

scenes showing auxiliaries stripped to the waist.

Servius
4

, commenting on the cinctus Gabinus, informs us that the ancient Latins used

to enter their conflicts clad in the toga praecincta, since they did not yet have arma.

By arma he means armor worn next to the body, as the context indicates. Although

the Latins did not at that time have armor in the technical sense of the word, they

were, nevertheless, not without protection, since they had their clothing of animal skins,

which develops into leather equipment and finally into real armor with the advent of

skill in metal-working.

Vergil represents a simple rustic of his own day as tectus... galero (Moretum, 122),

the same kind of head-dress that he ascribes to primitive Latin warriors : fulcosque lupi

at pelle galeros tegmen habent capiti (Aen., VII, 688-689). Although originally the word

galea signified the skin of a weasel or of some animal akin to it
5

, the term finally be-

came generic so that one could use the expression galea lupina (PROP., IV, 10, 19) of

a wolf-skin helmet. On Trajan's Column the standard-bearers and the musicians are

usually represented with a cape made of the head and skin of some animal.

The foot-gear was in keeping with the head-dress. It was but little more than cloth-

ing. In the plain winter garb of country life, consisting of hides turned inside out,

Juvenal (XIV, 185-187) includes the high buskin. This is the same kind of foot-wear

1

PINZA, Man. Ant., XV, pp. 13-38 passim. sel
'

or
'

marten '. Zur Bed. von galea vgl. gr. xvveq,
2
AclyJis usus erat factacque ad rura bipennis. SIL.

" Hundsfell ", dann " die daraus verfertigte Sturmhaube *,

ITAU, VIII, 550. endlich auch " Sturmhaube aus anderen Tierfellen ", z.

3
POLVB., II, 28, 8. B. xTtdh) xvvtij ", Sturmhaube aus Wieselfell ". - Ent-

4 AJ Aen., VII, 612. lehnung von galea aus yaUtj ist dann wahrscheinlich,

* WALDE (Lot. Etym. Worlerbuch, s. o. galea) con- wenn sich die Bedeutungsentwicklung zu " Helm " schon

nects the word galea with the Greek )'aA;, yab~]
'

wea- auf gr. Boden nachweisen lasst.
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that Vergil (Aen., VII, 689) attributes to warriors of primitive Latium : vestigia nuda

sinistri instituere pedis; crudus tegit altera pero. That these leather buskins, originally

articles of clothing, were actually used as armor is shown by the fact that they were at

times worn only on the leg that was thrust forward in fighting. We find the Samnites

on one occasion taking the field with well burnished metal and yet wearing but a single

greave (Livv, IX, 40, 3).

Protection for the breast and trunk was naturally secured in similar fashion by means

of leather. The simplest form was a breast-piece of hide, in all probability resembling

the bear-skin pedora worn in the Hannibalic war by some of the crudely armed peoples

of Central Italy
1

.

The next step after the pectoral was to protect the entire trunk. There are many

monuments of ancient date on which the doublet is represented as so close-fitting that

we are warranted in regarding it as made of leather
2

; in fact most of the tunics of the

allies of the Romans as seen on the Column of Trajan are apparently of the same ma-

terial. (See PI. 51, Fig. 1).

The lorica, as the etymology of the word shows, was originally made of thongs; the

coat of chain mail is an imitation of it: Lorica quod e loris de corio cmdo pedoralia

faciebant; postea subddit gallica e ferro sub id Vocabulum, ex anulis ferrea tunica (VARRO,

L. L., V, 116). A similar transfer was experienced by the word cuirass, derived ulti-

mately from corium and likewise applied to coats of mail.

For protection, then, the primitive Latin depended solely upon devices of leather,

armor in the embryo. Perhaps there exists no better classical summary of his martial

outfit than is found in Vergil (Aen., VII, 686-690):

Nee clipei curmsve sonant: pars maxima glandes

Liventis plumbi
3

spargit; pars spicula gestat

Bina manu; fulvosque lupi de pelle galeros

Tegmen habent capiti; vestigia nuda sinistri

Instituere pedis; crudus tegit altera pero.

In a similar stage of development we find the Persian foot-soldier at the battle of Cunaxa.

He carried no metal buckler, but only a wicker shield ; he had neither helmet, cuirass, nor

greaves as such, but wore in their stead cap, jacket and trousers of leather. His offensive

weapons were a great bow and quiver, a spear, a short sword, and sometimes a battle-axe
4

.

1

Pectora pcllis obit caesi oenatibus ursi (SiL. ITAL., Latin Antiquities, British Museum, pp. 176 ff.

VIII, 523).
* The slingers of the fifth class of the Servian or-

Some of the tight-fitting cuirasses of Ionic type, gani/ation have lapides as missiles. See LIVY, I, 43, 7.

such as are represented on fragments of a frieze from 4 A good brief summary of the Persian equipment
Cervetri, are supposed to be made of linen. See Cata- may be found in GOODWIN and WHITE, Xenophon's

logue of the Terracottas in the Department of Greek and Anabasis, p. XV.
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We may conclude, then, that the chief equipment of the primitive Latin warrior

consisted of a fire-hardened spear
' and a shield of wood or leather, which tradition says

was square. The two-lobed Mycenaean shield, if it was employed at all, was not in com-

mon use
2

. The bow and arrow together with the sling were among the traditional weapons.

Metal had already made its appearance, but was confined to the minor weapons, owing,

no doubt, to inexperience in metallurgy. There were axes in copper and bronze in

addition to those in stone ; knives or dagger blades in copper
3

as well as in stone have

likewise been found. In place of armor animal skins were employed for body-defense.

Of course not all of these weapons were carried by one and the same person, but

all of them may have been used in one and the same engagement.
"

In the late Chino-

Japanese war, men armed with bows and arrows were serving in the Chinese army at

the same time that others were furnished with the most modern form of magazine rifles
" 4

.

Such were in general the accoutrements of the forerunner of the Roman legionary

soldier. The picture that I have drawn may, however, overlap to some extent the be-

ginnings of Etruscan influence, which manifests itself most clearly in the wider use of

metal.

Professor Warde Fowler remarks 5
that he has always considered the following lines

of the Aeneid as presenting the best picture of old Italian life in the age of the first settlements

and clearings made by invaders who afterwards became Latins, Umbrians and Samnites :

Armati terram exercent semperque recentes

Convedare iuvat praedas et vivere rapto.

In this passage
"

Virgil is speaking of the Aequi, the very people who figure so

often in Livy's earlier books as descending from their hills to raid the Latin territory in

the plain below ". A similar description is presented in the ninth book (607 ff.),

where Vergil characterizes " the Rutuli who stand in the poem for the wilder tribes

then inhabiting Latium itself
"

:

At patiens operum parvoque adsueta iuvcntus

Aut rastris terram domat out quatit oppida hello.

Omne aevum ferro teritur, versaque iuvencum

Terga faligamus hasta

1 One might expect to find stone spear-points, yet aer Hasta Donatica, op. cit., p. 23.

in Italy during the palaeolithic and neolithic periods at
2
Helbig believes that it was patrician,

least their existence cannot be proved with certainty.
*
Only one find of a dagger of bronze south of the

Stone objects dating from this time have now and then Tiber and within the confines of Latium was known to

been taken as spear-points, but there militates against Pinza in 1905. See Man. Ant., XV, p. 34.

this view the fact that in the carefully studied graves
4
RIDGEWAY, The Early Age of Greece, I, p. 321.

of the eneolithic age, such pieces of furniture are better
5 W. W. FOWLER, Note on Aeneid, VII, 748-9,

identified as dagger blades. See HELBIG, Zur Geschichle The Classical Review, XXVIII, 1914, p. 88.
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Even though we reject the etymology which connects populus and popu/ari
1

, we may

believe that among the main interests of ancient inhabitants of Latium were pillaging and

ravaging.

The early Latin warrior used in fighting the same weapons that he employed in

the chase ;
in fact his

'

uniform
'

was his hunting costume, and he made no distinction

in the way he treated his fallen foe, man or beast. He stripped (spoliavif) his enemy

of his armor as he did the slain animal of its skin (spolium)
2

. This type of booty be-

came so much a matter of course that he classified it into three divisions, spolia opima,

secunda, tertia, and offered special rewards for the gaining of it
3

.

The human mind compares an army to a bird or a beast, and the Roman was no

exception. Ala probably likens an army to a bird of prey swooping down on its victim;

cornu may have been suggested by the attack of an infuriated animal. The fact that

neither of these words is cognate with the Greek yJpa? would indicate a spontaneous

or independent figurative use (cf. also oupcc for rear).

In some early period, perhaps at this time, a freebooter terminology was developed.

Praemium, composed of prae and emere,
'

to get or take before another ', meant in the

first place profit derived from booty (cf. also praeda). Princeps, originally signified qui

primum capit,
'

he who is the first to seize booty
'

(cf. particeps=partem capiens)
4

.

In pre-Etruscan days, then, we find the Latin a warrior; the stimulating influence

of Etruria was to make of him a soldier.

What were the characteristics that enabled the infant settlement by the Tiber

to assert itself above the other Latin tribes? Although the genius of a nation is as

inexplicable as that of an individual, certain factors that contribute to the expression of

it may be noted. Hemmed in as she was by a cordon of enemies equally brave, equally

assertive, equally well equipped, Rome found it impossible to live and to let live. Vi-

vere era/ miliiare. In addition Rome was situated at the junction of a number of trade

routes so that geography both forced and enabled her to exercise her latent natural adapt-

ability and Japanese capacity for assimilation, qualities that made it possible for her to

improve upon the weapons and tactics that she borrowed from her enemies. Her resource-

fulness finally obtained for her such a superiority in arms as to keep the upper and

1

MOMMSEN, The History of Rome, I, p. 90 (Dick- pello
'

drive ', whence populus
'

driving off ',
- a raiding

ion's trans.). Prof. Fay (A. J. P., XXIV, 1903, p. 74) party : cf. popular!
'

to raid
' B

.

thus partially sums up a monograph on the etymology 'Spolium
'

abgezogene oder abgelegte Tierhaut ;

of populus:
"

Altogether the safest definition to adopt dem Feinde abgenommene Rushing, Beute
'

; WALDE,
for populus seems to me to be

'

army
'

(cf. magister po- Lai. Etym. Worterbuch, s. c. spolium.

puli), but
'

army
'

as a
'

fighting division ', a
'

detachment '.
3

FEST., 186, 189 M.
So the German word Schar, originally a division of an 4 For these etymologies, see O. WEISE, op. cit.,

army, has come to mean in general
'

multitude '. I would p. 1 6.

therefore derive populus from po- (cf. pono, po-lio) and
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nether mill-stones from crushing her. Writing in days of greater national security, Ovid

says: Fas est et ab hoste doceri (Met., IV, 428). For early Rome it was not merely

right that she should take lessons in warfare, it was imperative.

The Etruscan peril was for several centuries the sternest menace confronting Rome.

Mettius Fufetius of Alba Longa might well counsel Tullus Hostilius against the dangers

of internecine warfare. n
I would give you this warning, Tullus ", says he.

" How

great the Etruscan people is about us, and about you especially, you know better than

I in just such measure as you are nearer to them. They are powerful on land, very

powerful by sea. Be mindful, then, that on the day on which you shall give the signal

for battle, these two lines will provide them with a spectacle', so that they may attack

victor and vanquished alike, worn out and exhausted n 2
.

The thalassocracy of Etruria was not broken until the battle of Cumae in 474 B. C.,

when Hiero I of Syracuse defeated their fleet. Constant attrition between the Gauls

above and the Latins below gradually wore down the power of the Etruscans on land

and their military power and aspirations were eventually crushed by the Romans them-

selves at the Battle of the Vadimonian Lake in 310 B. C. 3
. Under such teachers, in

the bitter school of experience, was Rome destined to learn her initial lessons in warfare.

Contact with Etruria was to inaugurate what later became an established policy: quod

ubique apud socios aut bostis idoneum videbatur, cum summo studio domi exsequebantur
4

.

As frequent reference will be made to the Servian organization, it should be stated

in advance that the writer regards it, not as a group of sweeping reforms, but as a sum-

mary of the gradual transformation that had been taking place since the advent of

Etruscan influence
5

. We have, in fact, a literary tradition to the effect that Tullus Hos-

tilius instituted the entire body of military discipline and laid the foundations of military

science
6

. The accounts of Livy (I, 43) and of Dionysius (IV, 1 6) are recapitulations of

progress to date, including undoubtedly some innovations by Servius himself
7
. The name

of Servius is merely a convenient peg on which to hang information, and this king may

be regarded as a victim, or rather a beneficiary, of the ancient fondness for definiteness

of statement.

In addressing the Senate in 48 A. D. concerning the appointment of Gallic senators,

the Emperor Claudius cites the case of Servius as a precedent for the holding of office

v

1

Spectaculo, used with obvious reference to the republican military organization which was itself the re-

great games and shows. ult of a gradual growth
B

.

3
LIVY, I, 23, 8-9.

6
FLOR., 1,3, I ; OROS., II, 4.

3
LIVY, IX, 39, 1 1 .

7 These summaries cannot, however, be accepted

4
SALLUST, Cat., 51 fine. without qualification. The introduction of the metal

5
BoTSFORD, (The Roman Assemblies, pp. 68-69) greave and of organized cavalry was later. (Seep. 151

maintains
"

that the comitia centuriata in the form de- and 160). The enrollment for garrison duty at Rome

scribed by Livy and Dionysius developed from the early was likewise somewhat different. (See p. 157).

17
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by foreigners. According to Latin writers he " was a son of the captive Ocresia, ac-

cording to Etruscan authorities, at one time a staunch friend of Caeles Vibenna and a

companion in all his adventures. After he was overcome by a change of fortune and de-

parted from Etruria with what was left of the army of Caeles, he took possession of the

Caelian Hill and named it from his general Caelius. He changed his own name, for in

Etruscan it was Mastarna, and was called Servius Tullius, as 1 have said
'

'. According

to this version, he had had excellent training in Etruscan methods of warfare.

The wall-painting from Vulci in which Mastarna is depicted as freeing his friend

Caeles Vibenna may be regarded as somewhat confirmatory of this account, since scholars

consider this fresco as showing an episode in the life of the Latin king
2

. In short,

Etruscan influence reached its high-water mark with Servius Tullius.

There is ample reason for placing the time of the Servian organization at the be-

ginning of the sixth century. Helbig demonstrates that the crude equipment of the Salii

was modelled on that actually in use until the seventh century at least
3

. Objects found

in Esquiline graves dating from the eighth to the sixth century show so strong an infil-

tration of Etruscan influence that archaeologists are at a loss at times to determine whether

they are importations or servile local imitations. The period above mentioned seems,

then, to harmonize with the archaeological evidence.

Attention has been called by Soltau
4

to the fact that in Schulze, Zur Geschichte

Romischer Eigennamen, the praenomina of all the kings are given as Etruscan. Such

tradition and such evidence leave but little doubt that in early Rome Etruscans, or, at

the least, Etruscophiles, constituted the progressive party, and that to them one should

naturally look for epoch-making innovations.

We shall now consider in detail, from literary and archaeological evidence, the in-

fluence of Etruria on each weapon or piece of armor.

In noting instances of similar equipment found in the Esquiline necropolis
5 and in

Etruria, I have not always been able to show that the Etruscan examples necessarily

antedate the Roman, but this is not absolutely essential. In summarizing a study of the

remains of the primitive necropolis, Mariani calls special attention to the fact that the

civilization in Rome is younger than that to the north, that it is fundamentally dependent

1 C /. L, XIII, No. 1668; DESSAU, Inscriptions

Latinae, I, 212.
2
KORTE, Ein Wandgemdlde von Vulci als Document

zur rdmischen Konigsgeschichte, Jahrbuch des Instituts,

XII, 1897, 57-80; DAREMBERG-SAGLIO, s. v. Elrusci,

p. 822 ; ETTORE PAIS, Storia Critica di Roma, I, pt. 2,

p. 510 ff. For a criticism of Korte's views, see E. PET-

ERSEN, Jahrbuch des Instituts, XIV, 1899, 43-49.
3 Sur les Attribute des Saliens.

4 W. SOLTAU, Die Anfdnge der romischen Ge-

schichtschreibung, pp. 143-145.
1 The Esquiline Hill was in the days of Republican

Rome a very unwholesome place in which to live, and

for this or other reasons was never thickly settled. For-

tunately for archaeology the soil remained almost undis-

turbed till the end of the last century. Increased build-

ing activity following the epoch of Italian independence

has been the means of uncovering many very ancient
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upon it, and that the counterparts of many Roman objects are found in Southern Etruria '.

There can be no doubt, then, that the wave of influence flowed from north to south

instead of vice-versa.

SPEAR.

As regards the spear, its origin has been accredited successively by writers ancient

and modern to the Etruscans, Sabellians, Samnites and Iberians, and, by Latin authors,

even to the Romans themselves. The ascription of its invention to so many races and

to so many periods is, perhaps, the best of evidence that the pilum of Caesar's day is

the result of a long and slow evolution. The contributions of the various peoples are,

then, merely so many strata from which one can reconstruct the story of its development.

The archaic characterization of the Romans as pilumnoe poploe
2

is not to be re-

garded as evidence for the antiquity of the pilum. In this use the word pilumnoe is

connected with pilum, 'pestle', the instrument of the god Pilumnus, and hence the

adjective describes the population, not as military, but as pacific and agricultural
3
. Nor

is the word pilani, commonly interpreted as
'

spearmen
'

an indication of the early use

of the pilum (See p. 157).

Servius
4

looks upon the pilum as being as distinctively Roman as the gaesum is

Gallic, or the sarissa Macedonian. Lucan, too, regarded it as typically Roman, and so

n
Eagles matched with eagles, pila menacing pila

n
, was a most impressive way of in-

dicating civil war (Phars., I, 7). The pilum, however, was entirely Roman only in the

sense that Quintilian could say of satire: Satura tola nostra est. As the labors of Lu-

cilius and Horace finally determined the proper vehicle for the expression of satire, so

the efforts of Marius and Caesar evolved a type of spear with the maximum of effi-

ciency. The genesis of both lay further back.

Servius records another tradition
5

, in which he clearly puts little confidence, to the

effect that many saw in the expression veru Sabellum the pilum of the Romans: multi

volunt. ... per veru Sabellum pila significari. In the estimation of Servius
6
, this passage

graves in this section, and has shown in fact that it was '

MARIANI, op. cit., pp. 42-43.

the chief burying-ground of the pre-historic city. A part
2
FESTUS, 205 M.

of the cemetery is enclosed by the line of the so called
'

A.-J. REINACH, Pila Horatio et Pilumnoe Poploe,

Servian agger, now dated in the fourth century B. C, so Reoue de I'Histoire aes Religions, LV, 1907, pp. 317-

that we have a late terminus ante quern. The ancient 346.

custom of forbidding burial within the city limits would
4
SERV., ad. Aen., VII, 664.

throw the date much farther back. Mariani uses the
D Loc. cit.

evidence from these graves in reconstructing a pariial
h De Sabellis Varro in Age Modo sic ait terra

picture of the external manifestations of life in Rome culturae causa attributa olim particulatim hominibus, ut

from the eighth to the sixth century. MARIANI, / resti di Etruria Tuscis, Samnium Sabellis ; SERV., ad Georg.,

Roma primitica, Bull. Com., 1896, 5-60. II, 168.
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would practically ascribe the origin of the pilum to the Samnites, whose claims will be

discussed later on.

There is an interesting passage in Plutarch (Camillas, XL), on the authority of

which the invention of the pilum is sometimes credited to Camillus : auTou; os TOU<; orpa-

T'.wms l$l$ae Tot? 'jo-o-di?
luo,/cpo't<;

&a /.s'.po; ^pSjo-Qou, X.OA TO"? i<pe<n TWV uoXeu-tcov

uuo(3a).^ovTa.!; IxSe/^scrGa,'. TO.? xotTOMpopa?. This cannot mean that Camillus introduced

the spear. The emphatic words are ia /j^po?, i. e., the innovation was its use merely

as a hand-weapon for parrying. In exhorting his followers to have courage, he gives as

one reason for confidence the fact that they had the pilum instead of the lance, avrl

Xoy/^t; uaaos
'

. Perhaps this conflict with the long swords of the Gauls helped to teach

the Romans the advantages of a heavier spear.

A recent writer, Schulten
2

, would assign the origin of the pilum to the Iberian

peninsula at the time of the siege of Saguntum. He notes the remarkable similarities in

the pbalarica and the solliferreum, the great extension of the metal, their general slimness

with increasing width in the center, and their barbed points. These, he says, are the

characteristic elements of the Roman spear. This is true, as regards the pilum of Cae-

sar's day, but not necessarily so in the case of the pilum antedating the Second Punic

War. Livy expressly compares the phalarica to a contemporary pilum, and points out

a distinguishing feature of the former, its three feet of iron
3

. Unless we disregard Livy's

description, at once a comparison and a contrast, and assume numerous anachronistic uses

of the word, the pilum had existed long before the siege referred to. The Romans had

previously been making great strides in the use of iron for the spear. On the battlefield

of Telamon where in 225 B. C. they and their allies fought the Celts there have been

found eleven iron spear-heads approximately 15 inches long
4

. Instead of being folia-form,

they had a -long point with four faces and a short round base, some of them preserving

the nail or pin for affixing them to the shaft. This find alone is sufficient to explain

why Livy should stop to comment on a weapon which had three feet of its shaft in iron.

The contribution of the Iberians, we may conclude, was the driving home upon

the Romans the advantages of a shaft with more iron, an improvement which they them-

selves had been able to effect through their great skill in working and tempering metals.

My issue with Schulten is largely verbal. He sees in the pbalarica
'

das Vorbild der

beruhmten romischen Waffe' 5
: I see in it 'the model of the famous Roman weapon',

but I believe that there existed an earlier cruder type of pilum.

1

DION. HAL., XIV, 9. Keltiberer unJ ihre Kriege mil Rom, p. 217.
2 A. SCHULTEN, Der Unprung des Pilums, Rhein. 3

Livy, XXI, 8, 10-11.

Mw., LXVI, 1911, pp. 573 ff. ; Schulten has expressed
4
MILANI, Studi e Maleriali, I, 1899, pp. 125-126.

the same view more recently (1914) in Numantia, I, Die 5
Numantia, loc. cil.
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Another writer, A. -J. Reinach 1

, traces the ancestry of the pilum further back,

maintaining that it was introduced during the half-century of Samnite conflicts between the

Latin and Tarentine wars, that its use was restricted at first to the hastati, then passed

to the first line, and was finally extended to the principes.

The words on the authority of which modern writers generally feel warranted in

ascribing the pilum to the Samnites are those attributed to Caesar by Sallust (Cat., 51)

arma atque tola mililaria ab Samnitibus . . . sumpscrunt (maiores nostri). However there

is a tradition better substantiated. The anonymous Vatican MS. is most explicit
2

:

r,v 6 2<XUVtTUC&{ 7)|j!Av Oupeoq, 7raTpio<; ouo

x,ai Sdpaaiv ..... SavwTai? xaTaurravTC^i ei? izdXet/.ov ml TOI<; Ixeivwv 9upeot<; ml u

orcXierOevTeq ..... ISouXwaatxeOcx, TOU^ usya ecp eauTO*.<; TCecppovTi&oTai;.

The Samnites, as is well known, were good soldiers, and understood how to adapt

their weapons and tactics to mountain warfare. When their armies met the Romans in

the Second Samnite War, they were equipped with special shields which tapered to a

point at the bottom, a shape that facilitated handling
3

in a rough country. The manu-

script just quoted shows that their shields and spears were heavier than those of the

Romans. The greater mobility and freedom of action of their opponents forced the

Romans to resort to the loose manipular formation. As engagements were likely to break

up into individual encounters, it is not surprising if the Romans increased both the weight

and strength of their spear, a move that was providential in view of the imminent at-

tacks of the sarissa-equipped Macedonians under Pyrrhus.

The following is the chief evidence relied upon by Reinach 4
for his conclusions.

In the earliest years of the third century B. C., pila appear in the hands of Romans in

a fresco of a tomb on the Esquiline, a painting that one should probably recognize as a

copy of one of the episodes of the Samnite wars with which Fabius Pictor decorated in

304 B. C. the walls of the temple of Salus. Again, the earliest dependable literary

references, according to his view (op. at., p. 242), are to events occurring during the

course of the third century. At Asculum in 277 B. C. Pyrrhus was wounded in the

arm by a hyssos (pilum}
5

. The same weapon was used with good effect in 250 B.C.

against the elephants of Hasdrubal at Panormus 6
.

Before further discussion it may be well to stop long enough to quote from Poly-

bius (VI, 23, 9-11) the first lengthy description we have of the pilum:
" Some of

1

A.-J. REINACH, L'Origine du Pilum, Rei). ArMol,
a
LIVY, IX, 40, 2.

Sine IV, X, 1907, pt. I, 243 ff., 425 ff.: pt. II, 125 ff.,

4 Reo. ArcMoL, X, 1907, p. 232-235 ; illustration,

226 ff. P- 234. HELBIG, FaheS, I. No. 967.

2
ARNIM, Ined. Vat., Hermes, XXVII, 1892, p. 121.

5
PLUT., Pyrrhus, 21.

Arnim believes that the date of this document is the
6
POLYB., I, 40, 12.

first or second century A. D.
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the pila are thick, some fine. Of the thicker, some are round with the diameter of a

palm's length, others are a palm square. The fine pila are like moderate sized hunting

spears, and they are carried along with the former sort. The wooden haft of them all

is about three cubits long; and the iron head fixed to each haft is barbed, and of the

same length as the haft. They take extraordinary pains to attach the head to the haft

firmly; they make the fastening of the one to the other so secure for use by binding it

half way up the wood, and riveting it with a series of clasps, that the iron breaks sooner

than this fastening comes loose, although its thickness at the socket and where it is fas-

tened to the wood is a finger and a half's breadth "
'. Such a pilum did the Romans

use at Cannae.

Polybius is describing a type of pilum that was almost contemporary. Starting

out with this description as a definition, one might agree with Schulten that the beginning

of the pilum is to be found in the phalarica; but literary and archaeological evidence

prove a less developed type, which we may, with Reinach, assign to Samnite influence,

without, however, denying the existence of a still earlier form.

The etymology of the word pilum seems to convey the idea of piercing or pene-

trating
2

. At all events we know that the Romans were seeking a powerful weapon

which could force its way through every means of defense. Livy in contrasting the sa-

rissa and the pilum states that the latter is not a little more violent in its stroke and

impact
3
. The disparity would be even more pronounced in a comparison with the hasta.

Cam illus calls attention to the difference between the lance and the hyssos (= pilum)
4

.

The latter is characterized as okpoxrev, i. e., it is a weapon with greater penetrating

power. Papirius Cursor speaks with the greatest pride of the effectiveness of the spear:

non enim cristas vulnera facere, et per picta atque aurata scuta Iramire Romanum pilum
5
.

The most natural view, then, of the origin of the pilum is to regard it as the off-

spring of the hasta, and as acquiring its special name '

penetrator
'

only when its increasing

weight and consequently greater penetrating power differentiated it from the lighter weapon.

Other types of the hasta were designated by special adjectives such as longa and Oelitaris.

The priority of the hasta is sufficiently attested by its connection with the early legends

of Rome.

The employment of the pilum has been attributed by Livy to the years 340 (VIII,

8), 480 (II, 46), and to 494 (II, 30); by Frontinus to 494 (II, 1,7); and by Dio-

nysius to 503 (V, 46). These uses have naturally been regarded as anachronistic,

1

SHUCKBURGH'S trans. WALDE, op. cil., s. c. pilum.
- Pilum wahrscheinlich als +

pigslom
* Waffe zum s

LIVY, IX, 19, 7.

Anspieszen
" zu pignus, wenn dies auf einer Wz. t~

pig-
4
DION. HAL., XIV, 9.

der -t-p/^- festnageln, stechen oder dgh
"

beruht. 5
LIVY, X, 39, 12.o
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although during a portion of this time at least a distinction must have been arising in

fact, if not in name, between the hasta and the pilum.

As for the hasta, there is evidence, both literary and archaeological, for crediting

Etruria with its introduction. Pliny (H. N., VII, 201) records a tradition of an Etruscan

origin for one form of this weapon: (invenisse dicunt) hastas velitares Tyrrenum. Isidore

(Orig., XVIII, 57) gives the same information in an alternative etymology, but, with the

ancient fondness for localizing events, thrusts its invention upon a town unknown to us:

Velites a civitate Etruscorum, quae Veles vocabatur '. The evidence of Livy is

more satisfactory. In the Servian organization, the hasta is introduced into the first

three classes, but the older Verutum which it succeeded in partially displacing is retained

in the fourth class.

A passage from Diodorus (XXIII, 2) shows how the Romans were surprised by

the bronze shields of the Etruscans, and were themselves forced to resort to the same

type. The change would have left them still too much handicapped if they had not

adopted the heavy bronze-tipped spear with which old monuments show the Etruscans

were equipped. A good instance of it is seen in a well preserved painting on a ter-

racotta slab of about 600 B. C. from Caere (See PI. 52, Fig. 1). On it appears a

highly developed Etruscan spear with its shaft in red and its metal point in black
2

.

If we might trust the tradition
3

that the Argive shield, so conspicuous in Etruscan

armor, and the Greek oopu long survived in Falerii and Fescennium, it would be nat-

ural to infer that these two cities may have played some part in spreading the use of

these weapons.

Bronze and iron heads of two or three inches for the light lance and of seven or

eight for the hasta have been found in pre-historic burial grounds within the city of Rome

itself. They are merely duplicates of the types so common in Etruria, though in all

probability forged in Latium. As a rule, they have conical or polygonal sockets, while

the main body of the metal is conical with the familiar leaf-like extensions on the sides.

These projections seem in course of time, with increasing skill in the knowledge of casting

metals, to have moved up the metal head (Cf. PI. 53, Figs. 2, 7 and 8), not, of course, to

the exclusion of the common type, till they finally merged with it. Remove the folia-

form sides of these spears, and you have one of the marked characteristics of the pilum

proper, in which the metal forms an attenuated cone, or pyramid, usually of four sides.

Pinza illustrates a lance-head from the Esquiline
4

,
which tapers gradually from an

octagonal base to a cone at the tip (See PI. 53, Fig. 7). Especially interesting for our

1 Cf. bayonet,
n so called, it is said, because the

2 MURRAY, /. H. S., X, 1889, PI. VII.

first bayonets were made at Bayonne ", Webster's Did.
3 DION. HAL., I, 21.

Cf. also pistol Pistoia;
" dum-dum " Dum-Dum.

4 Mon. Ant., XV, p. 101.
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investigation is a fragment, 9 cm. long, from the Forum necropolis
'

; it has a cylindrical

socket with fibres still adhering to it. The main body of the weapon is an attenuated

four-sided pyramid. The missing end was probably supplied, like the ordinary type, with

the side-wings. Without the leaf-like sides this type is not very dissimilar to the kind

used in 225 B. C. at Telamon (See PI. 53, Fig. 1). On that battle-field there were

unearthed, as we have noted, eleven specimens, approximately 40 cm. long, with the

attenuated quadrangular points
2

.

We may carry our story one step farther. Diodorus Siculus (V, 34, 5) states that

the Celtiberians had saunia entirely of iron and equipped with amenta, and he goes on

to say that they throw with great accuracy and with distance and power. The re-

lation of the metal to the efficiency of the spear was that of cause and effect. It gave

a well-balanced weapon not subject to the caprice of wind or weather. The Spanish

missiles, then, provided the Romans with an admirable model. They proceeded to adapt

them, they did not adopt them. We are told that it was the use of the saunion that

the Romans learned from the Iberians
3

.

Polybius
4

states that the aowpwnop, or spike at the butt end of the spear, was

adopted from the Greeks. The statement is true, but not the whole truth. Good spec-

imens of this device have been found in early Etruscan tombs, as in the Tomba del

Gueniero at Corneto (See PI. 53, Fig. 3). The sauroter has, likewise, been found in

Latium in graves as early as those of the Esquiline necropolis (See PI. 53, Fig. 7).

Under the circumstances it seems best to regard Etruria as the intermediary for this ad-

dition to the spear.

Further evidence of a. desire to improve the spear-point may be seen in the Etruscan

rooms of the Museo dell'Universita at Perugia. There are several specimens with two

blades arranged at right angles, thus giving four cutting edges, and at least one example

with three edges.

We would conclude in general, therefore, that owing to Etruscan influence a metal

point was introduced for the hasta, thus inaugurating a tendency toward greater weight
5

;

that before the Second Punic War, probably even before the long series of conflicts with

the Samnites, a heavier type of spear was developed, ultimately becoming so distinctive

as to warrant a special name, pilum; and that during the Hannibalic War the Romans

learned how to use and distribute iron to better advantage on this weapon.

1

Illustrated in N. S., 1903, p. 385; described by
*
POLYB., VI, 25, 6-11.

BONI, p. 386. s
According to Helbig (Zur Geschichle Jer Hasla

MILANI, Studi e Material!, I, 1899, p. 126. Donalica, p. 27), the bronze spear-point in the western

ATHEN., VI, p. 273 f. lands is due to contact with Mycenaean culture.
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K

SWORD.

Before considering the possible origin of the Roman gladius, we should stop to note

the relationship, so far as this is possible, of certain pre-historic swords found in or near Rome.

There has been excavated on the Esquiline a specimen with an iron blade and a

shaft-like handle 1

. The inexperience and insufficient technical skill of the Roman artisan

is shown by the fact that he did not know how to perforate a small' disk of metal so

that the handle would fit exactly
2

. Similar swords have been found at Novilara 3
, at

Bisenzio, at Terni, and on the Scoglio del Tonno at Tarentum 4
.

A long rapier-like blade of bronze, unearthed beside the Tiber near Rome 5
, has

been compared to similar swords in Sicilian graves of the 12 th
century B. C, and its

ultimate prototype has been recognized in Mycenaean warrior-graves
6
of the 1 5 ltl

century B. C.

A bronze antennae sword from the Esquiline is the most southern example of this

type found in Italy
7

. Others similar have been discovered at Corneto, Terni and Ve-

tulonia. Pernier remarks, apropos of the specimen at Vetulonia, that it seems to indicate

that the type persisted and maintained itself in Etruria beyond the beginning of the age

of iron, that is, even till the time of the fine bucchero ware 8
. This style of sword had

worked its way down from its home in central Europe.

Rome affords an example of still another type of sword, with a flat handle having

raised edges and terminating at the top in a crescent. The blade begins to become

narrow from the point of its insertion in the handle and forms an attenuated triangle
9

.

This type of sword, says Naue, is well defined in southern Italy, being an impor-

tation in that region. It lasts well on into the age of iron, from which fact one can

explain how analogous examples are found elsewhere, as at Corneto and in the rich group

of sepulchres at Cervetri, to which belongs the famous Regulini-Galassi tomb 10
. Excellent

swords of this character come from Vetulonia also
11

. Three such swords from Corneto,

one in bronze and two in iron, are compared by Helbig to a specimen from the Acro-

polis of Mycenae
12

.

These examples indicate that there was no distinctively Latin type of sword, and

these pre-historic gladii must be attributed to local imitation or importation. Most of

1
Illustrated in Mon. Ant., XV, PI. XV, Fig. 1 . p. 583) compares it with Sardinian specimens.

2
Op. cit., p. 549.

' Mon. Ant., XV, p. 436 ; illustrated PI. Ill, Fig. 5.

3 0p cil

'

p 578.
s Le Armi di Vetulonia, p. 232 in MILANI, Studi

*
Op. cit', p. 437. e Materiali, HI, 1905.

5
Illustrated op. cit., p. 584.

9 Mon. Ant, XV, p. 615.

6 NAUE,Dfe vorroemischen Schwerter, p. 9. HELBIG Bull, di Paletnol. Ital, XXII, 1896, p. 98.

(Sur / Attribute des Saliens, p. 244) refers it to the
'

PERNIER, op. cit., pp. 235-236.

zenith of Mycenaean culture. PINZA (Mon. Ant., XV,
* Sur lei Attribute Jes Salieni, p. 244.
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them may be regarded as
'

freaks ', so far as Latium is concerned, since the central

Italian was a spearman, not a swordsman, as we have seen. The long Mycenaean sword

probably dates back to an epoch even anterior to the immigration of the Etrusci into

Italy
1

. The antennae type came from the North. As the Greeks had much closer

relations with Etruria, notably the southern part, than with Latium, it is but natural to

infer that Etruscans were the intermediaries for all kinds of Greek swords found in greater

numbers north of the Tiber than in Latium.

The history of the development of the sword is approximately as follows. It began

in a short triangular-bladed dagger of copper ; then with the knowledge of casting it was

gradually lengthened into an attenuated triangle of bronze, with some of the intermediate

stages of such a length, that one does not know whether to call certain specimens daggers

or short swords. The next step in Latium must have been toward the widening and

strengthening of the blade until it assumed the shape of the familiar Roman legionary

sword with parallel sides and comparatively short point. The precise time and method

of effecting the last change is not, of course, clear.

As the Graeco-Etruscan influence had no worthy rival in Rome during the formation

of her great military system, the conclusion is inevitable that to Etruria one must look

for the ancestor of the typical gladius, however much the Romans may have modified

it or developed it. Etruscan vases, urns and tomb-paintings show almost every conceivable

type of the short two-edged thrusting sword.

We are told by Livy (I, 43) that Servius included the sword in the equipment

of the first three classes of his reorganization. It was lacking in the others, a fact which

indicates that the sword was not a traditional part of the panoply of the average soldier.

Archaeology proves the same thing. In early warrior-graves a pozzo, a fossa and ad

area in Central Italy, spear-points are taken as a matter of course, but the presence of

a sword is regarded as remarkable.

The sword that won Caesar's victories was looked upon as Spanish. It was short,

it had two cutting edges, and it was pointed. If it can be shown that these characteristics

date back to a time prior to the conflicts with the Iberians, and that they were common

throughout the period assigned to the hegemony of the Gallic sword, we shall have some

of the features, though not the shape, of the traditional sword with which Etruscan Servius

Tullius provided the Roman army.

Scholars have long accepted the account of Polybius (Fragm. XXII)
2

in regard to

the Spanish origin of the short Roman sword. It runs as follows:
n The Celtiberians

excel the rest of the world in the construction of their swords ;
for their point is strong

HELBIG, Sur Us Attributs des Saliens, p. 244. 2 SUIDAS ( v. Liay_ai<jiu) quotes this passage.
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and serviceable, and they can deliver a cut with both edges. Wherefore the Romans

abandoned their ancestral swords after the Hannibalian War and adopted those of the

Iberians "
'. The authenticity of this passage as Polybian has been questioned, but perhaps

without good reason. However, in another place (VI, 23, 6) the great historian says

the Romans called their sword Iberian. The words of Livy in which he contrasts the

swords of the Gauls and Spaniards might be regarded as confirmatory of the statements

of Polybius. They are worth quoting.
n Their swords were unlike in application and

in appearance; those of the Gauls are unusually long and are not pointed, while the

Spaniard, accustomed to assail his man by a thrust rather than by a blow, had swords

readily handled, thanks to their short size, and equipped with points
" 2

.

Yet Livy is not consistent with himself. If he believed that the short thrusting

sword was introduced during the Second Punic War, then he is guilty of anachronisms

in treating his legendary material. According to his version of the story of Manlius

and the Gaul, the Roman champion equips himself for his encounter with a sword adapted

for close fighting, gladio ad propiorem habili pugnam
3
,
and then, getting within the guard

of his opponent, he drives home into his vitals one thrust after another
4
. In the animated

description of the combat between the Horatii and the Curiatii, the last Roman survivor

rises above the defense of the sole remaining Alban, and from his higher position, he

plunges his sword into his victim's throat
5

.

The first of these stories may not be historical, and the second has, supposedly,

some Greek elements in it, yet both are probably trustworthy in depicting the use of

weapons. An annalist would have defeated his own purpose had he incorporated in his

narrative Greek methods of fighting or handling arms. However we have more reliable

evidence.

Polybius provides clear proof that the short thrusting type of sword was in common

use before the Battle of Cannae. In an engagement fought by C. Flaminius in 223

B.C., the Insubres are pictured as having swords without points
6
, a description that would

be superfluous unless in contrast the Roman weapon was pointed. Commenting on the

superiority of the Roman weapons to those of the Celts at the Battle of Telamon in

225 B.C., the same author states that there was a marked difference in the employment

of the swords, since that of the Celts was capable only of slashing
7
. The sole impli-

cation is that the Roman type had the advantage of thrusting. In fact, as Polybius continues,

he becomes very specific:
n When the Celts had rendered their swords useless by the

1 SHUCKBURCH'S trans. 13, 16-17.

2
LIVY, XXII, 46, 5.

5
LIVY, I, 25, 12.

3
LIVY, VII, 10, 5.

6
POLYB., II. 33, 5.

4
LIVY, VII, 10, 10; cf. CELL., Nod. Alt., IX.

7
POLYB., II, 30, 8.
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first blows delivered on the spears, the Romans closed with them, and rendered them

quite helpless by preventing them from raising their hands to strike with their swords,

which is their peculiar and only stroke, because their blade has no point. The Romans,

on the contrary, having excellent points to their swords, used them not to cut, but to thrust :

and by thus repeatedly hitting the breasts and faces of the enemy, they eventually killed

the greater number of them n
'.

Such quotations might be multiplied, but enough have been cited to show that the

evidence of the very writers upon whose authority the tradition of the Spanish sword

arose, points even more strongly to a prior use of the pointed thrusting type. In fact

one writer contends on archaeological grounds that at the time of the second Punic War

the sword of the Iberians was the esftada falcata
2

, and is inclined to think that the

expression gladius Hispanicus has reference, not to the type of the sword, but to the

improved quality, due to greater skill in manufacture acquired from the Iberians
3

.

The use of the term 'Spanish', to designate the favorite weapon of the Romans prob-

ably originated in a very natural way. It is, of course, well-known that the typical Gallic

sword was adapted to slashing, and, in comparison with the Roman, abnormally long.

Livy (XXII, 46, 5) applies to it the adjective praelongus and Dionysius (XIV, 9)

employs a Greek word etymologically equivalent umpp^Mift. In 223 B. C. the Romans

were engaged in a bitter struggle with the Insubres, and after but a brief interval had

to pit themselves against the Iberians. Thus the contrast in the appearance and method

of use of the two types of sword were brought out into high relief, especially since the

Spanish contingents at Cannae opened the eyes of the Romans to the greater possibilities

of the short sword 4
. Hence from the time of the Hannibalic War the Roman sword

1

POLYB., II, 33, 5-6; SHUCKBURGH'S trans.

2 H. SANDARS, The Weapons of the Iberians, pp.

58-61. In spite of the conclusions of Sandars, based as

they are on archaeological evidence, one feels hesitation

in discarding all the literary data in regard to the type

of sword the Iberians used. Livy's statement is explicit;

Diodorus Siculus (V, 33, 3) ascribes to the Celtiberians

|ty; &fi(f>'uno[j.a and says (V, 34, 5) that those of the

Lusitani were the same. Polybius living in the gener-

ation after the battle of Cannae had abundant opportu-

nity to learn what type of sword the Iberians used. At
all events there is no doubt as to what type the Romans
of a later day thought they used.

The contradiction of literary and archaeological evi-

dence may be reconciled to some extent if we can regard
the Iberians as making frequent use at Cannae of their

.-tdQal-upides, which Diodorus goes on to tell us they em-

ployed at close quarters. In others words they may have

demonstrated to the Romans the possibility of transferring
to the sword the methods of the dagger even more than

they had done in the past. Sandars says it is probable

that the Romans did adopt the Iberian dagger and imitate

their method of using it.

' The Romans may well have been in need of some

lessons in metallurgy if one of the engagements of the

Fabii is any criterion. Some of their swords are said

to have become dulled and others broken. (DiON. HAL.,

IX, 21, 4). Stories grew up about Iberian efficiency

in preparing metal. After stating that the arms and

armor of the Celtiberians are unique, Diodorus recounts

(V, 33, 4) that they bury sheets of metal in the ground
and let it remain there long enough for the rust to eat

out the weak part, leaving only what is strongest, and that

from this they make remarkable swords and other things

for war ; and that in fact a piece of armor of such ma-

terial wards off everything striking it, and that neither

shield nor helmet nor bone can withstand a blow of a

weapon made from it, thanks to the superiority of the iron.

4 Both Romans and Etruscans had, however, long

before shown a great predilection for the sword. At
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received the epithet
'

Spanish ', and in the wake of this myth there followed the natural

inference that the Romans had previously used a Gallic sword.

When Livy (VII, 10, 5) and Claudius Quadrigarius (ap. Cell., Nod. Alt., IX,

13) apply the adjective 'Spanish' to the sword with which Manlius killed his Gallic

opponent, they are guilty of anachronism only in the sense that we are in saying that

" the Elgin marbles were not thought worthy of mention by any ancient writer except

Pausanias ".

It has been supposed that it was a Gallic sword that was replaced by the Iberian.

This idea may be due, to some extent, to a feeling that the Romans must have resorted

to a long sword in order to be on an equal footing with the Gauls. Our previous quo-

tations have shown incidentally that even during the period assigned to the Gallic sword,

no appreciable headway could have been made against the general use of the short

'

cut-and-thrust
'

type. The resourceful Camillas counteracted the advantage that their

longer sword gave to the Gauls, not by lengthening the gladius of his own men, but by

teaching them how to parry with their spears (See quotation from Plutarch, p. 136).

The shape of the Servian sword can only be conjectured, but it is noteworthy that

the farther back one goes, the greater seems to be the tendency toward the triangular

blade. Monuments which are full of Greek myth and legend, such as the urns, vases,

and the tomb-paintings, do, it is true, show infinite variety in the form of the sword,

but the only actual bronze and iron remains that are found with any frequency are trian-

gular in shape. Good specimens have been discovered at Cervetri, Corneto (See PI. 53,

Figs. 4 and 5) and Vetulonia, as mentioned before (p. 141), and in other places. An

excellent example from Satricum in Latium is preserved in the Museo di Villa Giulia.

There is in the same museum a seventh or sixth century bucchero vase which comes

from Narce (See PI. 54, Fig. 1). On it are represented two warriors crudely designed,

but the triangular blades of their swords are unmistakable. The handles, although the

haft is conventionally represented by a single line, are evidently like those of the swords

just referred to, since they end in a crescent. Another good instance of the same type

may be seen on a Chiusi vase now in the Palermo Museum.

I regard the bucchero vases more dependable as evidence for Etruscan manners and

customs than are the other classes of monuments. They do, it is true, show traces of

Ionic and mainland Greek influence, but they were made in Etruria for the Etruscans,

and the art upon them is more thoroughly Etruscanized than in the case of the other

vases, the urns and the tomb-paintings.

Swords like those of the bucchero vases may be seen in the hands of two warriors

the battle of the Vadimonian Lake, neither side threw close quarters and used the gladius. LIVY, IX. 39, 6.

a missile, but in the bitterness of the conflict rushed to
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on a golden sheath-plaque of a fibula from the tomb of Pontesodo at Vulci (See PI. 52,

Fig. 3). Its date is about 650 B. C. The swords are held in such a position that it is

clear that they are about to be used for thrusting.

The Tomba dd Rilievi at Cervetri, dating at the latest from the IV-III century,

represents in all likelihood the period of transition from the triangular blade to that with

parallel sides. About half of the specimens have triangular blades with just a suggestion

of convexity, while the edges of the others are parallel for about two-thirds of their

length, after which distance they taper rapidly.

We have seen that the Romans had a traditional sword which was not supplanted

during the violent conflicts with the Gauls, nor discarded during the long Punic Wars,

however much it may have been modified or developed. We may, all things considered,

feel warranted in attributing to Etruria the introduction of the short
'

cut-and-thrust
'

type.

If a triangular blade cannot be proved for the sword that Servius brought into general

use, it cannot be disproved. A further shred of evidence for the source of the gladius

is the fact that the word balteus, 'baldric', is Etruscan
1

.

SHIELD.

For protection, the Romans used square shields in their earliest clashes with the

Tyrrheni, if we may trust the statement of Diodorus (XXIII, 2). After seeing the

advantages of the different size and shape of their opponents' bucklers, they changed to

the bronze aspides. The anonymous Vatican M. S., evidently dependent upon the same

source as Diodorus, likewise records that the Tyrrheni regularly fought with circular

bronze shields, and that the Romans adopted their style of armor 2
. The term

'

Argolic
'

is, however, commonly applied to the word aspw
3

,
or to its Latin equivalent, clipeus.

The writers, who use this adjective for this piece of armor, give its ultimate origin,

either not knowing, or else disregarding the fact that the Etruscans were the medium

through which it came to Rome 4
.

To turn to the archaeological side, there have been unearthed in the necropolis upon

1 CHAR. GRAMM., I, p. 77, Keilj (quoting Varro).
2

Ined. Vat., Hermes, XXVII, 1892, p. 121.
3
DION. HAL., I, 21 ; PLUT., Rom., XXI.

1 There is a bare possibility that it was settlers from

Argos itself who introduced into Italy the type of shield

that bears their name. Dionysius (I, 21 ; cf. IX, 21)
informs us that Falerii and Fescennium were inhabited

by the Romans even till his own day, and that in these

cities there survived for a long period many of the in-

stitutions of the Greeks, among them the Argive shield.

Cato (ap. Plin., H. N., Ill, 51) credited the tradition of

an Argive origin for Falerii, and several poets and my-

thographers connected its foundation with a certain Ha-

lesus or Haliscus, a son of Agamemnon (SeRV., ad Aen.,

VII, 695; OVID. Fast., IV, 73; Amor., Ill, 13, 31-32;

SOLIN., 2, 7). It is interesting to note that there still exist

two Faliscan inscriptions in which the word clipearius

has become part of a proper name. See W. DEECKE,

Die Falhker, 190-192.
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the Esquiline remains of a discoidal bronze shield ', the curvature of whose fragments

indicates a diameter of more than a meter. In every respect it is like shields found in

the Faliscan territory, at Corneto, at Cervetri, and in other localities in Etruria
2

. Its

similarity renders it uncertain whether it was made in Latium in imitation of the foreign

type, or whether it must be regarded as an importation
3

.

Belonging to Roman shields were found several bronze devices
4

used for making

a noise in much the same manner as a swinging knocker on a door. Their position on

the shield is indicated by a clipeus discovered in the Tomba del Gueniero at Corneto.

An illustration of it and of its pendent noise-producers is given on PI. 51, Fig. 2. In

addition to those found at Corneto, similar specimens or exact duplicates have been

brought to light in the Faliscan territory and at Vetulonia 5
.

The most natural explanation of these objects is that they were used to create a

din in battle, and were an improvement upon a similar use of the spear. The Salii,

whose equipment is a fossilization of the early patrician armor, were accustomed to beat

their spear against their shield
6

. In like fashion, at the Battle of Cunaxa the Greeks

caused confusion among the horses of their enemies by clashing together the same weapons
7

.

The prototype of the boss, which the Roman could use so effectively on occasion, is

likewise to be traced to Etruria. Early instances of it may still be seen in the Gregorian

Museum on the shields from the Regulini-Galassi tomb at Cervetri. A sharp-pointed type

is represented on a wall-painting at Tarquinii
8

, while actual bronze remains of the device

have been found in other places
9
. Mariani notes that the umbones of the Esquiline

necropolis
10

present no special Latin characteristics".

Archaeological evidence substantiates, then, the literary tradition that the Romans

borrowed the round shield from the Etruscans. The thunder-bolt device so conspicuous

on the other type of shield, the scutum, came, presumably, from the land of the Thunder

Calendar and of the nine thunder gods
12

.

1 Mon. Ant.. XV, P. 145.
' Mm. Ant., IV, p. 396.

3
Op. cit., p. 436. Bull Com., 18%, p. 32.

3
Op. cit., p. 546.

u The ultimate source of the umbo is, of course, a

4
Op. cit., p. 146. more difficult problem. There have been found in the

5
Op. cit., p. 450. terremare small circular bronze discs, which have been

6 Dr. Cirilli (Les Pretres Danseurs de Rome, pp. variously taken as trappings for horses and as umbones.

146-147) dates the functions of the Salii back to the Pigorini (Bull. JiPaletnol. Itai, IX, 1883, pp. 85-%) dis-

introduction of metallurgy from Crete into Italy, and looks cusses the arguments pro and con and decides in favor of

upon the din of the arms as the essential ritual act in- the latter alternative. Rid&w&y (The Early Age of Greece,

tended to avert evil influences. The original significance I, pp. 479-480) shows " the universality of the circular

must, however, have long since disappeared.
shield with a boss in upper and western Europe ", and

7
XEN., Anab., I, 8, 18. A number of other inter- proves to his own satisfaction that from this point it worked

esting instances of the clashing of weapons against the its way down into the Italian and Balkan peninsulas,

shield have been noted by W. WARDE FOWLER, Virgits
ll The thunder-bolt in the talons of an eagle does,

Gathering of the Clans , pp. 67-70. however, occur on heavy bar-money minted at Capua

8
BYRES, Hypogaei of Tarquinia, Pt. 3, PI. 4. between 312 and 286 B.C.
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ARMOR.

In the case of defensive equipment, one might on a priori reasoning assign its origin

also to the Etruscans. As we have stated before, barbaric and savage courage despises

protection to be worn on the body, and, as a result, the defense lags behind the offense.

As the Romans began to resort to metal armor, they would naturally turn to their former

teachers, the Etruscans, who were, in fact, their only neighbors sufficiently advanced to

furnish them models. The Oscans, who long retained antiquated equipment ', furnish a

good example of the outfit of their neighbors, with the exception of the Samnites.

Even after the advent of Etruscan influence, the Romans were slow in resorting to

the new style of defense. In this connection it is worth while to cite in its entirety a

passage from Servius (ad Aen. , VII, 612): Gabinus cinctus est toga sic in tergum reiecta,

ut una eius lacinia a tergo reoocata hominem cingat. Hoc autem vestimenli genere veteres

Latini, cum necdum arma haberent, praecinctis togis bellabant ; unde etiam milites in pro-

cinctu esse dicuntur, hoc rursus utebatur consul bella indiciums ideo quia, cum Gabii, Cam-

paniae civitas, sacris operaretur, bellum subito evenit: tune ewes cincti togis suis ab aris

ad bella profecti sunt
2

et adepti victoriam; unde hie ortus est mos 3
.

The old expression for an army ready for action is classis procincta, i. e., with

togas girded up. With armor such a thing would have been impossible. As the toga

itself was introduced from Etruria
4

,
the advent of armor would naturally be still later.

HELMET.

We are told by Isidore (Orig., XVIII, 14) that the word cassis is Etruscan: cas-

sidam autem a Tuscis nominatam : illi enim galeam cassim nominant, credo a capite. The

object would presumably find its way into Latium with the word itself. The appearance

of the helmet of bronze in the Servian organization was regarded as an innovation.

The ordinary Etruscan cassis was hemispherical, much like a pilleus in fact. The

most interesting specimen extant is preserved in the British Museum 5
. As the inscription

1
F. WEEGE, Bewqffnung and *Cracht Jer Os^er, must have had arma, i. e., shields at this time. Arma,

Jahrbuch Jes Instituts, XXIV, 1909, pp. 141 ff. however, is not used here in contrast with lela, in which
2

It is noteworthy that Servius does not ascribe to case it would certainly signify shields. It clearly means

Gabii the origin of the Gabinus cinclus, but only its military that they had no defensive armor to hinder throwing back

use. A. S. Murray (]. H. S., X, 1889, p. 252; see the toga, that is, they had no metal lorica.

pi. VII) sees a toga in this form in a painting from Caere. 4 DIOD. Sic., V, 40, I .

3
Prof. Helbig (Die Ilaliker in Jer Poebene, p. 78,

fi

Illustrated in DAREMBERC-SACLIO, s. v. Donarium.

n. 3) discredits this passage on the ground that the Latins p. 377.
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shows it was offered as a gift at Olympia by Hiero in commemoration of the defeat of

the Etruscan fleet in 474 B. C. Excellent instances of the same type are to be seen

to-day carved in the Tomba del Rilieoi\ though most of them are equipped with side-

pieces and one with a neck-protection. There are represented on the Column of Trajan

specimens so similar that there can hardly be any doubt of their pedigree (See PI. 51,

Fig. i). . '.- -.
-

:

A hemispherical helmet with a suggestion of a rim at the bottom was discovered

in one of the 'trench-graves' of the Esquiline (See PI. 54, Fig. 3). This type, says,

Pinza 2
, is not peculiar to Latium since others similar and coeval with it have been unearthed

in the Etruscan sepulchres of Vetulonia 3
. Pinza states of the Roman specimen that it is

impossible to decide whether it is an importation or a servile local imitation.

After the Servian reforms we do not hear of any general use of the metal helmet

until Camillus met the six-foot Gauls: "
Knowing that the great strength of the bar-

barians lay in their swords, which they brought down savagely and clumsily, gashing the

shoulders especially and the head, he had helmets forged for most of his men, entirely

of iron and smooth on the outside, so that the swords would either slip off or be broken n 4
.

There is nothing, however, necessarily inconsistent between this passage and the at-

tribution of the helmet to the Servian army. The cassis never became overpopular and

there must have been periods of disuse. Vegetius tells us that the custom of wearing

the headdress of hide persisted almost till his own day, since the soldier wanted a head-

piece of light weight. The metal helmet was uncomfortably heavy and we find repre-

sentations of soldiers on the march carrying it on the cuirass
5
.

In all probability it had fallen into partial disuse before the time of Camillus, and

in order to confront an emergency, six-foot Gauls who towered over the Romans by

head and shoulders, he revived the custom.

While the use of the ridge crest was rather common in Etruria and still other types

among other enemies of Rome, the Roman army of early times does not seem to have

employed it
6

. In pointing out differences in the Samnite equipment, Livy (IX, 40, 3)

notes the presence of crested helmets, which were intended to convey an impression of

height. Papirius Cursor (Livy, X, 39, 12) is represented as speaking of them with con-

tempt: non enim cristas vulnera facere.

1 NOL DES VERGERS, L'Etrurie et les trusques,
s
CICHORIUS, op. cil., Taf., LXXII, LXX1V.

Ill, Pis. 2 and 3.
6 There it, however, among some archaic figurines

Mon. Ant., XV, p. 545. which Mariani thinks may have come from Rome, one

3
FALCHI, Vetulonia e la sua necropoli antichissima, with a ridge crest; Bull. Com., 18%, p. 40; see p. 41,

PI. IX, Fig. 23; PI. XV, Fig. 17. Fig. 6, for illustration.

4
Pun\, Cam., XL.

19
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CUIRASS.

The earliest attempt to protect the trunk is probably seen in the leather breast-piece.

We have noted (p. 130) that as late as the Hannibalic War peoples of Central Italy pre-

sented themselves for service wearing pectora made of bearskin (Sil. Ital., VIII, 523).

The first effort to duplicate such primitive equipment in metal, so far as we can trace

it, is found in the aeneum pedori tegumen which Livy (I, 20,4), ascribes to the Salii.

Helbig regards this as a bronze plaque like those found on the Esquiline
1

. The spec-

imens are slightly oblong with their sides somewhat concave. The Tomba del Guerriero

at Corneto has yielded a fine example of the same device
2
, and still another comes from

the famous Regulini-Galassi tomb at Cervetri
3
. On an Etruscan urn of later date, Hel-

big sees in a breast decoration an ornamental survival of the old style of pectoral
4

. These

plaques were evidently attached to a jerkin of leather.

Complete protection for the trunk was finally provided by the cuirass, originally a

doublet of leather, as we have seen, and later of metal. The introduction of the lorica

was a natural and logical step after the advent of the clipeus. While the round shield

was easier to handle, it did not protect as much of the body as did the scutum, and

so the lorica was found to be a necessary supplement. Hence we find the lorica ac-

companying the clipeus in the first class of the Servian organization, while in the second

class, where the scutum is used, it is evidently deemed superfluous : arma imperata scutum

pro clipeo et praeter loricam omnia eadem 5
.

The heavy-armed troops, who formed the bulwark of the Etruscan army, seem to

have been well provided with protection for the trunk, even from the earliest times.

One of the most ancient Etruscan monuments, a stone stele, shows a warrior wearing a

well-made doublet of leather
6

. Later all forms of Greek corselets were imitated.

The bronze figure reproduced on PI. 52, a very fine specimen of Etruscan art, pro-

vides a good example of a highly developed cuirass with bands over the shoulders and

around the waist. At the latest, it dates from the early fifth century B.C. 7

,
but is

more probably of the sixth. A comparison of this cuirass with the lorica segmentata of the

soldiers of Trajan (See PI. 51, Fig. 1) leaves no doubt of the relationship between the

two types. Another field of art, painting, has bequeathed to us an excellent illustration

of the Etruscan cuirass. It is that worn by Geryon, and it may still be seen in the

1

HELBIG, Sur Us Attribute Jes Saliens, p. 248. 6
MONTELIUS, Civilisation Primitive en Italic, II, I,

2
Op. tit., P . 249. Fig. 25. PI. 172, Fig. 2 ; see also DAREMBERC-SACLIO, Fig. 1834,

'
PINZA. Bull. Com., 1898, p. 146. s. v. coma.

4
Of,, cit., p. 251. ^

WALTERS, British Museum, Select Bronzes, PI. IX.
9
LIVY, 1, 43, 4.
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Grotta dell' Oreo at Corneto
1

. Several corselets without the bands of metal, but modelled

to imitate the musculation of the trunk, are preserved in the Gregorian Museum of the

Vatican.

There are in the Museo di Villa Giulia two archaic architectural fictile decorations

showing well-accoutred warriors. One figure
2
belonged to an acroterial group of the so-

called temple of Mercury at Falerii; the other
3 formed part of an ornament for the

beam-ends of the temple of Satricum in Latium. The date of the terracottas is the last

part of the sixth century, or early fifth. It has been suggested that these cuirasses may

be of leather
4

,
but the presence of well-defined shoulder-guards inclines me to think that

they are supposed to be of metal. However this may be, the evidence of the bronze

figures is sufficient proof that the Etruscan cuirass served as a model for the Romans.

GREAVES.

Of all the pieces of metal armor, the greave was the slowest in making its appear-

ance in Etruria, and it was probably correspondingly late in finding its way to Rome.

I have not been able to find any literary evidence of Roman indebtedness to Etruria for

the ocrea, or for the lorica, unless pbalerae, as used by Florus (I, 5), is sufficiently broad

to include them. The rich Etruscan warrior-tombs of the seventh century (or late eighth),

such as the Tomba del Guerriero at Corneto and the Tomba del Dace at Vetulonia have

not yielded examples of it
5
. One sees on a sixth century black-figured vase

6
at Corneto,

the fabric of which indicates local manufacture, a rank of seven heavy-armed warriors,

but all are greaveless (See PI. 51, Fig. 3).

Karo states that the most ancient bronze greaves found in Etruria date from the

end of the fifth century, or from the fourth, and that they probably came from armories

in Magna Graecia 7
. In fact he regards the ocrea as a Greek invention.

In apparent contradiction to Karo is the evidence of the well-greaved terracotta war-

riors just referred to, since their date would place them a full century before the bronze

greaves from the tombs. The legs of the figures in question are entirely encased in

their protection as far as the knees. The ancient greave was made of flexible metal

1

Illustrated in DENNIS, op. cit., p. 351.
7 The most artistic greaves with which the writer

2
Illustrated by MRS. STRONG, /. R. S., IV, 1914, is familiar were found at Ruvo. They belong to the

p. 1 73 ; see also HELBIG, Fuher\ II, p. 336. early fifth century, or perhaps to the sixth.
* Each one

3
Illustrated op. cit., p. 170; see HELBIG, op. cit., is decorated with the figure of a Gorgon, partly embossed

352 and partly engraved, who is represented as running, in

4 G. E- Rizzo, Bull. Com., 1911, p. 33. the conventional archaic manner with face to the front,

5 KARO, DAREMBERG-SAGLIO, s. v. ocrea, p. 147. knees bent at a right angle, and hands downwards '.

6 Published by HELBIG, Bull. Jell'Inst., 1878, p. 178. H. B. WALTERS, British Museum, Select Bronzes, PI. 5.
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and was 'sprung on', a feat which would have been impossible with the type of greave

under discussion. Rizzo believes that they were not supposed to represent bronze, but

for a different reason. He holds that they
n must be of leather, to judge from the

color of the painting
"

'.

This evidence makes one skeptical about the inclusion of the bronze greave in the

Servian army. It would have been the most striking of the innovations. The first three

classes were heavily armed, yet according to Livy's account the metal greave did not

reach the third class
2

. The ocrea does not seem to have been popular in the Roman

army at any time. It is not represented, as Karo points out
3

, on the Trajan or Anto-

nine Columns, nor is it mentioned among the arms of which the Notitia Dignitatum enu-

merates the imperial factories. All things considered, it seems clear that the regal period

is too early for the general introduction of the metal greave.

CINCTURA.

The least common piece of defensive equipment is the cinctura, a kind of waist-

band. Pinza (Mon. Ant., XV, p. 257) illustrates a specimen found in Rome, and

states (op. at., p. 440) that others almost or entirely similar have been discovered at Narce

as well as in other Faliscan localities, and at Corneto (See PI. 52, Fig. 2). Only two

examples, both fragmentary, have come to light in Rome 4
. They probably belong to a

period when anything
" made in Etruria

B exercised its spell south of the Tiber. Whatever

importance the cinctura had in Roman accoutrements must have been quickly lost
5

. Its spo-

radic use probably represents an experimental period which resulted in the elimination of

what was found superfluous.

METALLURGY.

Important as the new weapons were, more important still was the dawning realization

of further possibilities latent in metal. When the soldiers of Rome began to tip their

spears with bronze and to make shields of the same material, a long stride was made

toward the grim metal-armed and metal-protected legionary of Caesar's day. Clashes

1
Bull. Com., 1911, p. 33. used it has been shown by HELBIG, Sur let Atlributs

2
LlVY, I, 43, 5. des Saliens, 255-259. It finds a parallel in the tihga

DAREMBERC-SAGUO, s. v. ocrea, p. 1 49. of Homeric equipment. It would seem that the cinctura is

4
PIGORINI, Bull, di Paletnol. Itai, 1908, p. 103 ff. an evolution from a kind of stomach-band or sash, such

Illustrations are given of the examples from Rome as as one sees to-day in Greece, or less frequently in Italy,

well as of others. The fact that it was worn by women, too, points to this

Doubt has been expressed as to whether the cine- conclusion.

lura is really a military accoutrement, but that warriors
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with their northern neighbors taught the Romans the superiority of metal over wood as

clearly as the encounter of the Merrimac and the Constitution demonstrated the same

truth to the modern world centuries later.

We have seen that Propertius speaks of days when the accoutrements of the warrior

were not resplendent with bronze. Hence we are not surprised that in the Servian or-

ganization Livy (I, 43, 2) regards it as a noteworthy innovation that the galea, clipeum,

ocreae
} and lorica were all of bronze. The lower classes still retained the cruder weap-

ons of their fathers. Vetulonia, according to Silius Italicus (VIII, 488), was the first

Etruscan city
"

to set battles ablaze with bronze n
.

The meagreness of Rome's early knowledge of metallurgy and the non-existence of

a readily available and bountiful source of ore kept her in economic bondage to Etruria for

centuries. Her utter dependence is shown by the terms of a treaty exacted in 507

B. C. by Porsenna, who, according to one and probably the truer version of the story,

stipulated that the Romans should not use iron except for agricultural purposes
2

, a situation

closely paralleled by the policy of the Philistines to suffer no smith in Israel
' Lest the

Hebrews make them swords or spears
" 3

.

How firmly established the metal industry was north of the Tiber, we may judge

from a passage of Livy (XXVIII, 45), which indicates that as late as Hannibalic days

Etruria was the arsenal of Rome. For the mammoth struggle with Carthage, Populonia

promised iron, Arretium 30,000 shields, the same number of helmets, of pila, gaesa,

and hastae 50,000, all told, and in addition miscellaneous appurtenances of metal for

forty ships
4

.

Etruria, with the supply of Elba at her command, was fabulously rich in metals.

It is hardly to be wondered at that the story gained currency in antiquity that while

land in other places, once worked, was exhausted, on the island of Elba the beds of

ore were re-mined in the same places from which the deposits had already been extracted
5

.

The habit of looking to Etruria for metal, in vogue from the bronze age, is in itself

an indication of the provenance of the military equipment of early Rome, since the lower

civilization naturally depends upon the higher. In the case of articles of personal or domestic

use, as well as in the case of weapons, Pinza frequently remarks
6

that objects found in

Rome and Latium had no distinctive Latin character, and that it is therefore difficult

or impossible to decide whether they are servile local imitations or importations. Yet it

1 The ocreae, as just pointed out, were probably
3

I 5am., XIII, 1

introduced later.
4 The coins of PP"'onia with * head of Vulcan

2
PLINY, H. N., XXXIV, 139. This is probably on the obverse, and hammer and tongs on the reverse

the more trustworthy account, since the Romans would are wonderfully appropriate.

naturally keep in the background any details discreditable
5
STRABO, V, 224; SERV., ad Aen., X, 174.

to themselves.
5 Mon - Ant- XV
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was this knowledge of the use of metals, thus acquired, that enabled Rome to give vent

to her latent military genius, providing her at first with an advantage over her more slug-

gish neighbors to the east and south, and finally rendering it possible for the pupil to

turn her arms successfully against her teacher.

ORGANIZATION.

We have seen that the material equipment of the early Romans was Etruscan.

One would naturally infer that the constitution and organization of the army would like-

wise be Etruscan. It is our present task to find by a detailed examination how far

such an inference is warranted.

Originally, all the able-bodied men constituted the army. The people were the sol-

diery. With the progress of agriculture and the establishment of more settled methods

of living, it became necessary, possibly because of some reluctance to go to war, to summon

men for military duty (classis,
'

army
'

( calare,
'

to call ') '. Perhaps the rulers were faced

with a situation which the leaders of the Suebi feared, but managed to avert. Though

this tribe was far and away the most warlike of the Germans, its members were granted

tenure of land for only one year, owing to the fear that they should become rooted to

the soil, and thus lose their martial character
2

.

The word classis was soon supplanted. A higher ideal of an army as an exercitus,

a body of trained men, arose in all probability through seeing, not merely the advisa-

bility, but also the vital necessity of keeping pace with their northern neighbors. Long

before the time of Vegetius, there had dawned upon the Romans an idea that has since

become a platitude : Etenim in certamine bellorum exercitata paucitas ad victoriam promp-

tior est, metis et indocta multitude exposita semper ad caedem 3
.

The early Roman ideal of a general was a praetor or dux, a man with sufficient

courage to advance at the head of his command (cf. aTpo-Tr^os) ; later it was an im-

perator, a man capable of giving orders. His notion of a sovereign was not that of a

Konig, a man with mere physical powers, but a rex, a man capable of controlling, of

guiding, of directing.

The word for soldier, miles, which meant originally one of those who had assem-

bled or gathered together
4

, and which with other words is a proof of the non-existence

of a regular military terminology, had become so fossilized that it did not change. The

The same word is still used in Italy. The soldier
4

Cf. Greek cognates 6 - /A/a,
'

Umgang, Verkehr ',

is called out according to his classe. o - /idos
' Haufe Versammlung ', etc., as given by \Valde,

2
CAESAR, B. G., IV, 1 ; cf. VI, 22. s. v. miles.

3
VEG., I, 1 fine.
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Roman conception of a man is shown by the fact that the word for manhood and for

courage was the same, virtus, but he was brought to realize that the lesson he must

learn was discipline ((discere).

The primitive Roman carried his weapons as naturally as he wore his clothes, but

what he lacked was organization. A great step forward was made by the introduction

of the centwia. There can be no doubt that the class distinctions of the Servian army

were made on the basis of land and not, as Livy represents, according to wealth '.

We know from Festus (53 M.) that the word centuria means in terms of land 200

iugera, in military parlance 100 men. This very discrepancy, which one ancient writer

explains to his own satisfaction by stating that the iugera were apportioned in pairs
2

, is

an indication of a foreign unit of land measure.

The surveyor's art could have come from but one source. There is a tradition

about the early existence, (if not the beginning), of the science of measurements in

Etruria : Cum autem luppiter terrain Etruriae sibi tiindicavit, constituit iussitque metiri compos

signarique agros, etc.
3
.

Another clue to an Etruscan standard is given by the fact that the iugerum equals two

acnuae (Varro, Res Rus., I, 10), a word generally regarded as Etruscan. Each soldier

thus received four acnuae. It would seem, then, that this amount represents an Etruscan unit

of measure, and that the word for it, instead of being borrowed, was equated with bina

iugera. Hence the century of 200 iugera is the equivalent of a hundred Etruscan units.

The two uses of the word centuria indicate an original connection between the assigning

of the land and the division of the people. The common source from which the agrarian and

military centuria bifurcated was the ritual. The Etruscan surveyor's art, with its fastidious

rules for orientation and its complex system of founding cities, is manifestly ritualistic ; not

less so are the lustral ceremonies and the sacrifices for the army, conducted as they were

by a leader at once king and priest. The method of organization was, then, as Livy (I, 42, 5)

informs us, suitable either for war or peace, an improvement for which the Romans had

to thank Etruria.

LEGION.

The pages of Livy and Dionysius are silent as to the beginnings of the legion,

although each, apparently, assumes its existence from the infancy of Rome. Varro (L. L, 89)

1 " Der Wert des Grundbesitzes wurde vielleicht
'

Cenluriis . . . vocabulum datum est ex eo: cum an-

von dem Censor App. Claudius in Geldsummen umge- tiqui [Romanorum] agrum ex hoste captum Vidori popu/o

setzt WEISSENBORN commenting on LlVY, I, 43. per bina iugera partiti sunt, centenis hominibus ducenlena

The money ratines of 312 are not recorded; we know iugera dederunt, et ex hoc facto centuria iuste appdlata

those only of the time following 269". BOTSFORD, The at. - Sic. FLACC., Grom. Vet., p. 153.

Roman Assemblies, p. 86.
3
Grom., p. 350.
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and Plutarch (Rom., 13) both ascribe its institution to Romulus. Yet the legion familiar

to these authors was but germinating in the days to which they assign its origin. Legio,

colors, and manipulus were not yet tactical units. The legio was the gathering of the

clans for military purposes. The word cohors did not yet connote a tenth part of the

legion ; it signifies primarily an enclosure, and was impressed into the military vocabulary

to indicate, in all probability, a formation (cf. the TiXaicnov of the Greeks and the

'

square
'

of the British). The manipulus was not a flexible tactical unit until mountain

warfare necessitated greater freedom of action; it was at first a group of men following

the ensign of a leader. A technical military terminology was still a thing of the future.

A natural terminus a quo for the beginnings of the complex Roman legion is to be

found in the early conflicts of the Romans, fighting in loose formation, perhaps in skir-

mish fashion, against the close ranks of the Etruscans. Diodorus (XXIII, 2) states that

in the first engagements of the Romans and Tyrrheni, the latter fought in phalanx for-

mation (cpa^ayyoimpuvTsc). He used the word to contrast the arrangement of the

Romans. Again, we have the authority of Athenaeus (VI, p. 273
f.) that the rank

formation (oraSia IAK^TI) was adopted from the Tyrrheni who attacked in a phalanx.

Both writers depend, in all probability, upon the author of the Ineditum Vaticanum, whose

words are worth quoting: Tw^njvol (cod. rup^vet) yap r^Av hcoXtjAouv aXxa?Ki&c{ /..!

cpaX<xyyT,oov,
ou mra mceipa^ |&%0fuvot' xa'.

'^aeTi; fMloKXiffieirsc KO,! TOV ly.eivtov

onkKji^bv [xeToAixpovTeg TCa.peTa.TTOu.s9a, O,>JTO<;* x.7. 1
. TOU? ex, TC^ewToo eOaSa,^ TWV ev

cpa^ayyi aywvwv OUTCOI; ayGmou,evot. tvtxdpev
1

.

On the Corneto vase previously referred to (See p. 151), there are represented in

rank formation seven warriors, armed with Argive shield and crested helmet, marching grimly

forward, shoulder to shoulder, to the notes of the cornu. An amusing touch is added to

the scene by the action of the youth, who is, perhaps, the nearest ancient counterpart

of a drummer-boy that we have, in turning round to observe the results of his efforts.

The tradition of the military organization of the Etruscans persisted long after their

obliteration as a nation, as is shown by Horace's allusion to the ancestors of Maecenas

lording it over Etruscan legions
2
.

The new style of fighting that the Romans saw and adopted was modelled ultimately

on that of Sparta. The Spartans, perhaps as early as the eighth century B. C.,

invented the phalanx,
- a line of warriors with strong defensive armor and long spears,

-

which moved as a unit to the sound of music. The new system commended itself to

all intelligent Greeks, and soon found its way to their colonies in Italy and in Sicily.

Thence, one of the Tarquins, whom we shall call Servius, adopted it for his own state
" 3

.

1

HERMES, XXVII, 1892, p. 121. loosely.
2

Sat., I, 6, 1-4. The poet uses the word legiones
3
BoTSFORD, Jl History oj Rome, p. 33.
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Livy does, in fact, speak of the formations of a little later date as phalanges similes

Macedonia* ]

, but the more general adjective Graecis would have been more appropriate.

By the end of the third century, each legionary had ample room on either side of him,

yet in the old phalanx soldiers fought strictly shoulder to shoulder. " Why ", pertinently

asks Vegetius (I, 20),
" was the infantry called a wall unless the legions in dense array

gleamed even with helmets and coats of mail in addition to their shields ?
"

Servius 2
states that the adjective in the expression pilata agmina means

'

armed with

pila ', but, fortunately, volunteers some additional illuminating comments. Others, he

explains, take it in the sense of densa, spissa; Sempronius Asellius uses pilatim in con*

tradistinction to passim; in pilatim exercitum duxi, the adverb is interpreted by striciim

et dense. The meaning of pilatae legiones in the passage just quoted from Vegetius is

unmistakable. Walde derives the word from pilo, -are,
'

zusammendrucken ', and postu-

lates a noun pilus,
'

Manipel, Haufe '. The pilani were, therefore, not spearmen, but

' massmen ', men in compact formation
3

, and the ancient battle-line that the Romans

adopted under Etruscan influence consisted of strictly serried ranks.

HOME-DEFENSE.

After noting the ingenuity and resourcefulness of the Etruscans, one is not surprised

to find a sharp line of demarcation drawn between the offense and the defense. We

note a very modern idea in the organization by the Etruscan, Servius, of a Landwebr.

According to Livy, forty centuries of the older troops, really first-line men, were de-

tailed to guard the nation while the same number of young men similarly equipped fought

abroad
4
. The new institution cannot, however, have existed in the form and numbers

in which Livy describes it, and in all probability it was later in origin.
' A military

century, as the name indicates, must have contained a hundred men. But in any static

population there are three times as many men between seventeen and forty-six as between

forty-six and sixty
- in Rome there were three times as many juniors as seniors ; and as

the number of junior and senior centuries was equal, the latter could have contained only

about thirty-three each, on the supposition that the whole male population between seven-

teen and forty-six years was organized in centuries
* 5

.

Furthermore " the manning of the walls did not necessarily require a division into com-

panies or an equipment like that for field service . As a result of such considerations, Botsford

expresses his conviction that the senior centuries did not belong to the original Servian system
6
.

Vi l, g, 3.
' L|VY !- 43 -

2 -

Ad Aen XII 121-122.
5 BOTSFORD, The Roman Assemblies, p. 81.

* See REIN^CH, Rev. preheat., 4- Serie, IX. 1907,
6
Op. tit., p. 82.

p. 243-252.r
20
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

As the Roman army became more complex in its organization, the introduction of

devices like the trumpet and standard was rendered inevitable in order to convey orders

more readily to the ear and eye of the soldier. Livy (I, 43, 7) notes the enrollment

of cornicines and tubicines in the fifth class of the Servian organization. Etruscan influence

is nowhere more strongly attested than in the case of the tuba, the instrument of the

echoing taratantara* . According to one tradition, it was coextensive with the Tyrrheni

themselves, being invented by their eponymous hero, Tyrrhenus
2

. We find its invention

ascribed also to Maleus, the Etruscan prince of Regisvilla
3
, and still other passages assign

it to Vetulonia
4 and Pisa

5
. The Greek tragedians, likewise, apply to it the adjective

Tuscan
6

. The general belief was that it originated in Etruria
7
, although it may have

come in the first place from the Lydians.

One naturally looks to Etruria for the source of the cornu also; in fact Athenaeus

(IV, 82, 184) does make the definite statement that the /.epa-m and the trumpets are

inventions of the Etruscans. Urns of Volaterrae show cornicines attending the victor
8

.

Cornua far more pretentious and similar to those on the Column of Trajan (See PI. 51,

Fig. 1) are to be seen in the Tomba dei Rilievi
9
, while Tarquinii affords in frescoes

good examples of them as well as of the lituus
I0

. The very name of the latter instru-

ment, shared as it is with the wand of the augurs, seems sufficient indication of the

source of the object.

Strabo (V, 2, 2) informs us that the music employed by the Romans in their public

ceremonies was introduced from Tarquinii, and similar generalizations are made elsewhere ' '

.

The Etruscans fully appreciated the possibilities of these instruments in aiding organization.

We have already noted (p. 151) the vase from Corneto (See PI. 51, Fig. 3) on which

seven heavy-armed warriors are marching in rank formation to the sound of the cornu.

We are told that the Etruscans found the salpinx extremely useful for military purposes,

and that they used it in working out infantry tactics
12

. These innovations in the Roman

army constituted, therefore, a noteworthy gain.

1 ENNIUS op. Prise., p. 450 K. mani, 1810, Pis. 34 and 35. A Roman sarcophagus
3

PAUS., II, 21; SIL. ITAL., V, 12; cf. SERV., ad of the third century A. D., now in the Terme Mu-

Jle.n., I, 67. seum, provides good illustrations of the cornu and of the

3 LACTANT. ad STATIUS, Theb., IV, 224. tula. E. STRONG, Roman Sculpture, p. 321.

4
SIL. ITAL., VIII, 488. 9 NOEL DES VERGERS, op. at., Ill, PI. 2.

s
PUN., H. N., VII, 201. 10 Man. dell'Imt., Suf>f>l., 1891, Pis. 4 and 5; also

6
AESCH., Earn., 570; SOPHOCLES, A/ax, 17. Vol. VIII, PI. 36.

The list of references might bs easily extended.
"

ATHEN., IV, 25 ; CLEM. ALEX., Paedag., II, H, 4.

8
GORI, Monumenta Etrusca Musei Guarnacci, PI.

12 DlOD. Sic., V, 40, 1.

XXVIII; MICALI, L'ltalia avanti il Dominio Jei 3fc>-
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STANDARDS.

Early complements of the tuba were the manipuli,
'

handfuls
'

of faenum, arranged

in different shapes, as Isidore informs us (Orig., XXII, 3), in order that each soldier

might more readily follow his leader. Substantially the same explanation is made by

three other writers'. Domaszewski 2
, however, sees in these passages merely an attempt

to establish the etymology of the word manipulus; yet it seems better to recognize their

existence, together with Renel 3
, who identifies them with the verbenae or sagmina used

by the fetiales, and concludes that, be they bunches of grass, or branches tied together,

or wreaths of leaves, they represented for the soldier the soil as well as the gods of his

native land.

These manipuli were probably supplanted rather early since we learn from Pliny

(H. N., X, 16) that the eagle, wolf, minotaur, horse and boar were well-recognized

signa before the time of Marius 4
. With him begins the primacy of the eagle as the

legionary standard, although it had long since been used as an emblem of authority.

In token of submission to Tarquinius Priscus, twelve subjugated cities of Etruria are

said to have brought, together with other things to be found among the Lydians and

Persians, a sceptre surmounted by an eagle
5

. We know from other sources that the

Etruscans were familiar with the symbolic significance of the eagle, since on vases of

Greek workmanship or inspiration found in Etruria, Zeus is represented with an eagle-

crowned staff. In addition marching-scenes often show this bird flying over the heads of

soldiers. We may feel certain, then, that the Etruscans had animal-standards. However,

the evidence of a terracotta slab found at Cervetri and dating about 600 B. C. is con-

clusive (See PI. 52, Fig. 1). One of the figures is depicted carrying over his shoulder

1

OVID, Fasti, III, 115 ff.; SERV., ad Aen., XI, Diodorus (1,86,4-5) gives the following as one of

870; Purr., Rom., 8. Cf. also ISID., Orig., IX, 3; several reasons for the reverence paid to animals in Egypt:

XVIII, 3. "Of ld the inhabitants of Egypt, worsted by their neigh-

3 Die Fahnen im roemixhen Heere, p. 13. bors in a number of engagements because of disorder in the

3
RENEL, Cultes Militaircs de Rome - Les Enseignes, army, hit upon the idea of carrying a signal in the ranks,

pp. 253-254. They say. tl>en l^at ^ey prepared images of the animals

4 The idea behind the animal-standard is excellently they now honor, and affixed them to spears, that leaders

illustrated by a strategem recounted by Diodorus Siculus carried them and that each man knew to what division

(XX, 11). During a critical moment of his African he belonged. The ensuing good order contributed in

campaign against Carthage, Agathocles released some large measure lo the victory, and the reason for the safety

owls which he had provided for an emergency. Flying (of the victors) seemed to be the animals. Accordingly

through the ranks and perching on shields and helmets, the men, wishing to give thanks to them, established the

they inspired the troops with courage, since each man custom of not killing the animals at that time represented,

thought the event a good omen, as the bird was sacred but reverencing them, conferred upon them the attention

to Athena. an^ h nor f which we have spoken '.

"
Evidently to the men of that period the goddess

5 DION. HAL., Ill, 61. For the eagle in Persia, see

was actually embodied in her owl ". E. M. DOUGLAS, XEN., Anab., I, 10; in Assyria, HEROD., I, 195.

]. H. S., XXXII, 191 2, P . 176.
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a staff surmounted by a bull. It is a fair assumption, then, that the Romans derived

their idea of the animal-standard from Etruria'.

The importance of these signa can hardly be overestimated since they were the pivot

about which the manoeuvres of the legion were evolved, as a wealth of technical ex-

pressions testifies
2

. Standard and horn played no small part in the development of the

Roman army.

CAVALRY.

Cicero believed that L. Tarquinius was responsible for the organization of the cavalry

as it existed even till his own day
3

. It is certain, however, that in the regal period

cavalry in the technical sense of the word did not exist, and that equites in the earlier

sense, i. e., mounted horsemen, can not have been very numerous in Latium at the time

Tarquinius is supposed to have lived
4

.

As stated before, Helbig has shown that the equipment of the Salii was modelled

on that actually in use in war. '

If at the epoch of the institution of the sodalitates

Saliorum, upon whom fell the sacerdotal representation of the patricians capable of bearing

arms, a troop of one or the other of these types had existed, certainly the horse, which

we to-day call the saddle-horse, would have figured in some fashion in the rites of the

Salii. But that was not the case. The dances which played the principal role in that

rite were determined exclusively by the evolutions of the infantrymen
" 5

. The Salii were
'

Leapers ', and the members of the Palatine guild were ministers of Mars Gradivus,

the god who launched himself into battle with a grand stride
6

.

We read in Livy of remarkable, almost superhuman successes of the cavalry. It

would seem strange that a nation, which, in periods better recorded, was never markedly

1 The introduction of the bull-standard cannot, how-

ever, be attributed to the Etruscans. It made its advent

too late. In some instances it indicates the legions of

Caesar, in which case the bull is the zodiacal sign, cor-

responding to the month of Venus, the divine protect-

ress of the Julii. Later on it effected its entrance in-

dependently from the Pannonian allies, who practised

zoblatry. See RENEL, op. ci/., pp. 214-216.
-
Signa tollere, movere, fart, efferre or pro/erre, con-

stitucre, inferre, conferre, conoertere, re/erre, Iransferre, pro-

mooere, retro recipere, ad laecam ferre, obicere, expedire.

DOMASZEWSKI, op. ci/., pp. 5-6.

Deinde equitatum ad hunc morem constituit, qui

usque adhuc est retentus. De Re Pub., II, 20, 36.
4 A fine bronze bit was included among the treas-

ures of the seventh (or perhaps eighth) century Tomba
del Gueniero at Corneto (Man. dell'/nst., X, 1874, PI.

Xb
, No. 6). I have not, however, been able to find any

mention of one from the pre-historic cemeteries of Rome.
s
HELBIC, Sur les Attribute des Saliens, 265-266.

In the archaic Umbrian ritual the epithet Grabovius,

corresponding to Gradivus, was applied to Jupiter, Vo-
fionus and Mars; at Rome there was a similar triad

consisting of Jupiter, Quirinus and Mars, but the adjec-

tive Gradivus was restricted to the god of war. See

G. WISSOWA, Religion und Kullus der Romer, 2" Aufl.,

p. 23, and note 2.

SERVIUS (ad Aen., \, 292) makes some interesting

comments on the martial character of Gradivus : Mars
enim cum saevit Gradivus dicitur, cum tranquillus esl Qui-

rinus. Denique in urbe duo eius templa sunt : unum

Quirini inlra urbem, quasi custodis et tranquilli, aliud in

Appia via extra urbem prope portam, quasi bellaloris, id

est Gradivi.
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successful in this branch of the service, and which finally relegated it in large measure

to the allies, should so lose its efficiency.

Helbig has, however, resolved these difficulties in a short monograph
1

. He shows

that the equites were originally merely heavy-armed foot-soldiers held in reserve ; that they

were supplied with mounts only to facilitate their movement to critical points; and that

they did not begin an engagement, or decide the issue of battle by the weight and impact

of their chargers. The wonderful accounts of cavalry exploits in Livy
2

are late fictions,

dating from a time when the memory of the introduction of cavalry had vanished. If

the story does retain an iota of truth in stating that the equites dismounted, the action

is misinterpreted, and is regarded as a proof of unusual heroism. Furthermore, the eques

was accompanied by an armiger, or squire, who was also mounted, a situation paralleled

exactly in the early history of Greek cavalry
3

.

Granius Licinianus writes (ed. Bonnens., pp. 4-5):
"

I shall not fail to mention

the horsemen, which Tarquinius doubled so that the priores equites led into battle two

horses apiece ". The reference is to Tarquinius Priscus. The expression equites priores

enables one to postulate, as Helbig points out, equites posteriores, i. e., horsemen with

only a single mount, which was used in an emergency for the eques prior, or his armiger,

or for both. The second type of horseman finds an analogy, likewise, in Greece.

Festus (p. 221 M.) was so utterly ignorant of ancient cavalry practice that he

vouchsafes the ridiculous explanation that the Roman used two horses in battle so that,

when one mount perspired too freely, he might change to a dry one.

Helbig, as confirmation for his conclusions, calls attention to some slabs of friezes

in terracotta manufactured in Southern Etruria and of an archaic style indicating the

sixth century B. C. 4
. Such friezes have been found both in Etruria and Latium, in-

cluding Rome itself. Many of them represent warriors on horseback accompanied by

squires similarly mounted (See plaque from Cervetri PI. 54, Fig. 4). The shields are those

of infantrymen, and were incapable of being used by horsemen, as Prof. Helbig has shown

elsewhere
5

. They are, then, not cavalrymen, but mounted soldiers, who, like the equites

priores of the time of Tarquin, took the field with two horses, one ridden by the eques,

the other by the squire.

There is in the Museo Barracco a fifth-century Cippo Etrusco from the neighborhood

of Chiusi, which shows such warriors advancing to battle with their attendants behind
6

.

The Gregorian Museum contains two small bronze figures of horsemen in full panoply;

1
Contribution a I'Histoire de I'Equitatus Remain, I'Acad. d. Inscr., XXXVII, 1902, pp. 157 6.

Comptes Rendus de I'Acad. d. Inscr., 1904, pp. 190-201.
4
PELLEGRINI, in MILANI, Studi e Matcriali, 1, 1899,

2
LIVY, II, 20 (cf. DION. HAL., VI. 12), III, 62; pp. 87 ff.; also Mon. dell'Inst., Supplement, 1891, PI. I.

IV, 38-39; VII, 7-8; IX, 39.
" Les IIH1EJZ cAtheniens, p. 170.

3 W. HELBIG, Les IIHIEI2 Atheniem, Mem. de 6
Catalogo del Muxo di Scultura Antica, No. 202.
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they wear greaves, coats of mail and helmets, the latter equipped even with ear-pieces

and crests, in short the accoutrements of heavily-armed pedites.

The Latin word for this early type of horsemen was celeres,
'

quickmen ', i. e., they

were emergency foot-soldiers
'

. Caeso explains that before the Samnite wars the strength

of the Romans consisted wholly or for the most part of infantry, but that at the time when

they adopted the shield and spear of the Samnites, they were forced to resort to cavalry
2

.

The institution of cavalry came to Rome from Magna Graecia, and it may have

taken the same route as did the cult of Castor and Pollux. The twin-brethren inaugu-

rated their Italian career in Tarentum, a Lacedemonian settlement, famous, as was its

mother-city, for its cavalry. Later they gradually worked their way northward, penetrating

Etruria before entering Latium and Rome. The story of these horsemen early made a

vivid appeal to the imagination of the Etruscans, as is shown by the frequent represen-

tation of the theme on urns, vases and sarcophagi. If the word Tusculum implies con-

nection with Etruria
3

, Festus (p. 354 M) to the contrary, the account of the introduction

from Tusculum into Rome of the cult of Castor and Pollux may be a more or less

veiled reminiscence of Etruscan influence on the organization of Roman cavalry
4

.

Pais regards the ceremony of the transcedio equitum, which was connected with

the cult of Castor and Pollux, and which is said to have been instituted in 304 B. C.,

as sufficient evidence for the Greek origin of the cavalry system
5

.

In short, the accounts of cavalry in the regal period are anachronisms, yet Servius

probably brought with him to Rome a realization of the advantages of mounted infan-

trymen. This, and the heavy equipment such as one sees on sixth century friezes, con-

stituted the Etruscan contribution to the so-called cavalry of the regal period. It seems

probable that the Etruscans were, likewise, the intermediaries for cavalry as a distinct

branch of the service.

CHARIOT.

As the equites entered battle as mounted hoplites, so the king of the sixth century

took the field as a TC<xpa(3aT7;<;
6

. A slab of frieze found at Toscanella represents, according

1 An interesting analogy may be quoted in the case

of the Iberians. After noting that the weapons of the

cavalry do not appear to have differed materially from

those of the foot-soldier, Sandars (The Weapons of the

Iberians, p. 26) remarks :
'

It is probable, to judge by his

equipment, that the cavalryman also fought, and perhaps

principally, on foot, as the antennae sword would certainly
not have proved to be an efficient weapon of attack in

the case of a soldier
fighting from horseback ".

/nee/. Vat.. Hermes, XXVII, 1892, p. 121.
3
SCHULZE, Zur Ceschicfile Lateinixher Eigennamen,

p. 435, makes Tusculus a diminutive of Tuscus, and

states that the town name Tusculum is nothing more than

the corresponding neuter.

11

Tarente, colonie lacedemonienne, est dans la

Grande-Grece, comme Sparte 1'etait en Grece, le centre

de leur culte, qui de la, peu a peu, va remonter vers

le nord. Mais avant de penetrer dans le Latium et a

Rome, il etait deja installe en Etrurie ". DAREMBERG-

SAGLIO, s. c., Dioscuri, p. 259.
5

cdncient Italy (trans, of C. D. Curtis), p. 322, n. 3.

6 My discussion of the chariot is based almost
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to Helbig, the departure of an Etruscan army (See PI. 53, Fig. 6). The first figure

with a lituus is that of a priest, next come two heavy-armed soldiers, followed by a

chariot. The last figure is that of a king, likewise heavily armed, stepping into the

chariot to take his place beside the driver. The opinion that Etruscan rulers went to

war as sopa^aTai is further substantiated by the finding of remains of chariots in tombs

of the seventh and sixth centuries.

In Etruria, as well as in Rome, kings exercised the imperium domi militiaeque.

Now the insignia of Rome are regularly ascribed to Etruria, and of them the sella curulis

is one 1

. The sella curulis of the consuls is simply the descendant of the seat-equipped

chariot in which the king performed his civic functions, and there is no reason to doubt

that he entered battle in a seatless car, as did his Etruscan brother, and that it was the

emblem of his military authority. The currus became the sign of imperium because the king

made use of it when he took the field at the head of his army. At some subsequent time,

when he rode about in the exercise of his civic duties, it was supplied with a seat.

There is in the Conservatori Museum a sixth-century terracotta frieze which was discov-

ered in a fragmentary condition on the Esquiline in 1870 2
. It represents a procession

of two chariots. The form of the cars is recognized as Etruscan 3
, with the Greek ele-

ments that one looks for in Etruscan chariots, but "
the vivacious gallop of the Greek

advance to battle has become a quiet walk, typical rather of a triumphal procession
" 4

.

There can be no doubt as to the source from which the lack of a biga was sup-

plied
5

. The introduction of the quadriga is ascribed to the elder Tarquin
6
.

CASTRA.

There occurs in Propertius (IV, 1, 29) a line which has proved difficult for the

commentators : Prima galeritus posuit praetoria Lycmon,
'

Lycmon wore but a wolf-skin

helmet when he laid out the first general's quarters '. Lycmon is probably the Lucumo

who came to the aid of Romulus. Propertius seems to indicate that he was the first to

introduce the formal camp with its special section for the general, but there is no trace

in tola on HELBIG, Le Currus du Roi Remain, Melanges

Perrot, pp. 167-172.
1

LIVY, I, 8, 3 ; MACROB., Sat., 1, 6, 7 ; DIOD. Sic.,

V, 40. 1 ; SIL. ITAL., VIII, 486 ; FLOR., I, 5 ; DION. HAL,

III, 61, 1.

2
HELBIC, Fuhrer 3

,], No. 976.
3 H. NACHOD, Der Rennwagen bet den Italikern,

p. 52, No. 39b.
4 MRS A. W. VAN BUREN, (Architectural Ornamen-

tation in Rome from the Sixth to the Fourth Century B. C.,

I R. S., IV, 1914, p. 188.

s The heavy lumbering two-wheeled transportation

vehicles that one sees to-day in the Campagna near

Rome give the impression of carts, carpenta in fact, while

many of the conveyances used in the neighborhood of

Perugia, for example, both for transportation and for

driving, have lighter wheels and lighter construction in

general and consequently smoother action. It requires no

great strain of the imagination to see in the latter the

same pedigree as that enjoyed by the comparatively short-

lived chariot.

6
FLORUS, I, 5, 6.
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of such a tradition to be found elsewhere, though Dionysius (II, 37, 2) describes Lucumo

as dvrp opa<7T^pio<; x.<xl ra RoXepuo. oiacpavv^. The statement of the poet is embedded

in a description so obviously legendary that the details warrant but little consideration,

yet since Propertius was well versed in matters Umbrian and Etruscan, we shall consider

his suggestion of Etruscan influence on the Roman camp.

There is a growing tendency among scholars to-day to recognize in the sites of the

terremare the beginnings of the complex Roman encampment. Before noting points of

similarity between the two, I shall quote a description of a terramara habitation (See

PI. 54, Fig. 2).

n The true terremare, though varying in dimensions, are constant in form ", says

Peet 1

.

" The typical terramara may, therefore, be described as follows. It is a pile-

built settlement, trapezoidal in shape, with its east and west sides parallel and running

roughly north and south. It is built on dry land, but surrounded by a broad moat filled

with running water. On the inner side of this moat is an earthen rampart supported

within by a wooden buttress. The settlement is divided into four by a pair of roads

crossing at right angles in the centre. In the eastern half lies the arx or area limitata,

a rectangular mound of heaped earth, sometimes divided from the rest of the settlement

by a moat ".

The form of the Roman camp was quadrangular, that of the terramara trapezoidal,

a shape rendered necessary by the hydraulic consideration of having an acute angle to

divide the water for the moat. With the abandonment of the water-filled trench, the

need for the peculiar shape disappeared.

The Roman mums and fossa trace their lineage back to the moat and rampart and
"

explain themselves as simple survivals, as an attempt to reproduce artificially the natural

security afforded by dwelling in the water B 2
. As the terramara people left the marshy

plains and retreated up the hillsides, the elevation itself was sufficient protection against

floods, but the moat was retained simply because it had become a definite feature of the

terramara 3
. It was then transformed into the fossa.

The two main streets of the terramara intersecting at right angles left their impress

upon the cardo and the decumanus of the Roman camp, while the further division of

such settlements by additional parallel lines made numerous rectangular plots, a situation

corresponding exactly to the insulae as planned for the Roman camp by the Gromatici.

In the middle of the eastern side of the terramara, there is found an area limitata,

a construction of wood and earth, a templum in the original sense of the word, with

hallowed associations. Here one finds the germ of the forum and of the praetorium, the

The Stone and Bronze j4ges in Italy, pp. 341-342. *
Op. cit. p. 340.

3
Op. c

., p. 502.
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general's quarters. These and other analogies with features in the life of ancient Rome

have been summed up by Pigorini
1

.

" The spirit of order which evidently animated these settlers, stamps them as the

ancestors of the people who were to furnish the models of law and government to suc-

ceeding ages
n 2

.

The similarity between these pre-historic sites and the castra is so pronounced that

Sergi
" declared that the terremare were the remains of Roman camps, mistaken by

overzealous excavators for bronze age settlements
n 3

.

If there is any connection between these two institutions, the question naturally arises,

n Who bridged the gulf between them ?
B We have been so accustomed to regard

Etruria as the teacher of Rome in matters pertaining to the foundations of cities, to

agrarian land-settlement, and to surveying, that one is tempted to see Etruscan influence

in the camp as well. Yet the situation is complex and will probably remain so until

several ethnological problems are settled.

Peet believes that the most ancient civilization of the age of bronze that we find

in Latium was very probably derived from the terramara, and he states that the culture

of Villanova and of Etruria seems likewise, to have its roots among the same people
4

.

Mariani holds about the same theory, but it is much more definitely (perhaps more dan-

gerously) formulated
5
. According to him there flowed toward the south two streams of

migration from the palefitte and terremare of Northern Italy. One followed the coast

and is represented by the civilizations of Villanova and of Etruria. The other current,

consisting of Sabellian peoples (Latins, Sabines, Oscans, etc.), worked its way down the

center of the peninsula, and being farther removed from commercial routes remained less

altered and less developed than the other peoples.

According to this view, the Romans on finding themselves again in contact with

their brothers of the North, the Etruscans, would have no need of instruction in laying

out a camp, unless, indeed they had lost the art in long generations of rough mountain life.

Archaeology is not, then, in a position to affirm or deny Propertius' hint of Etruscan

influence on the Roman camp. Before the question of its origin can be definitely solved,

it will be necessary for several scholars, Curtius-like, to devote their lives to closing the

abyss that exists in our knowledge of the relationships of several peoples of Central Italy
6

.

In the other branch of the service, the navy, the Romans were not under the spell

of the Etruscans, since the fleets of their rivals by land had been swept from the seas

1
Bull, di Paletnol. Hal, XXIX, 1903, 204-206. 1910, p. 399.

2 H.STUART JONES, Companion toRoman History, p. 4.
5 / ruti di Roma primitioa. Bull. Com., 1 96, p. 47.

3 T E PEET op. cit., p. 339-
"
[The writer was not aware of FROTHINCHAMS

4 T E PEET Reo.

"

Archiol, 4 Serie, XVI, observations in A.J.A., 2 ser., XVIII, 1914, p. 318. -
ED.]
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too early to exercise any influence upon Roman naval development. In 474 B. C.

Hiero of Syracuse abruptly terminated the thalassocracy of Etruria. At the inception of

the First Punic War, the Romans were not yet masters of the art of ship-building, much

less of seamanship, and doubtless had to call allied Greek cities to their aid
1

. Never-

theless, then for the first time, they entertained the idea of disputing with Carthage the

supremacy of the sea, which the African city had inherited for generations; yet Carthage

ultimately met the same fate by sea as did Etruria by land. Rome gained a lesson from

every defeat, and a victory over her recoiled with the sureness of fate upon the victor.

Ea est Romano gens, quae victa quiescere nesciat
2

.

In concluding my lengthy discussion, I would maintain that, whatever were the mod-

ifications suggested by encounters with the Sabines, Samnites, Gauls, Iberians and other

nations, and however resourceful were the fertile brains of Camillus, Marius and Caesar,

one may rest assured that the most important of the many stages of Rome's military

evolution was Etruscan 3
. It is not surprising that the similarity, and, in many cases, the

identity of customs and institutions gave rise to the story that Rome itself was an Etruscan

city (Dion. Hal. I, 29, 2)
4

. Greece was not the only nation that led her captor captive.

1 See HEITLAND, The Roman Republic, I, 204.
2

LIVY, IX, 3, 12.

3
During the course of this paper the primary source

of some of the elements in the Roman organization has

been noted. The Etruscans were as great borrowers as

were the Romans. I shall add a summary of Etruscan

indebtedness to other peoples, in spite of the danger of

so doing in limits which do not permit discussion.

If the Etruscans were familiar with a system of

castramctation modelled on that of the terramara, the

knowledge was in all probability inherited, as we have

seen. The p/Weus-type of helmet with the apex is like-

wise very old, and Korte (PAULY-WlssowA, s. tt., Etrusker,

pp. 746-747) holds that the Tyrrheni brought it with them.

If we may trust Helbig, the Mycenaeans exercised

a marked influence upon Italy. In his investigation, Sur

les Attributs des Saliens, p. 235, he writes :

n We possess

an entire series of facts attesting that during the period

preceding the foundation of the first Greek colonies in

the occidental countries, the peoples of Central Italy were

undergoing the influence of the Mycenaean civilization ".

In the same work Helbig holds that that the short

sword with triangular blade, like those found at Corneto,
is Mycenaean ; that the long slim blade discovered near

the Tiber (See p. 141) must be associated with the long
swords of the zenith of Mycenaean civilization ; he thinks

it probable that the war-car was introduced among the

Italic peoples by Mycenaeans, whose leaders likewise

took the field as noQa^drat ; he refers to the same source
the helmet mentioned above, as well as the high-ridged

helmet ; nor does it appear to him too hazardous to place

the Salian JLIITQCU in relationship with those of the My-
cenaean warrior. In another work, Zur Geschichte der

Hasta Donalica, p. 23, he attributes to the same civili-

zation the introduction of the bronze spear-point in Italy.

It must be stated, however, that Korte (loc. cit.) is

skeptical of Mycenaean influence in Italy, and rejects

Helbig's conclusions with regard to the sword as well

as the helmet.

One is on surer ground in discussing Greek influence.

Among the Greek elements is the defensive equipment,

consisting of the Argive shield and the pieces of armor,

the helmet with the great nodding crest, the cuirass (See

PI. 52, Fig. 4) and the greaves. The Spartan phalanx

worked its way up from Magna Graecia, as did the

institution of organized cavalry. The latest lengthy dis-

cussion of the chariot is the dissertation of H. NACHOD,
Der Rennulagen bei den Ilali^ern. Unlike Helbig, he

holds that the oldest Italic type is closely related to

Greek chariots of the
'

geometric period '. All the other

forms are likewise dependent upon Greek models, whether

of the mainland or Ionic. The idea of standards is prob-

ably Asiatic, although the eagle ensign seems to have

come indirectly from Greece.

Almost the only element that ancient writers and

modern scholarship have spared to the Etruscans is the

trumpet. All agree in ascribing to them the credit of

having invented it.

" So steigt in uns allmahlich das klare Bewusstsein

auf von dem, was die Romer selbst nicht genau gewusst
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The results of this investigation are, apparently, disparaging to the originality of the

Romans, yet no nation of antiquity ever made better use of its powers of observation and

discrimination, nor was any more open-minded in seeking and admitting elements of superiority

in other peoples.
" Whatever seemed suitable anywhere among friends or foes, with the utmost

zeal they imitated at home "
(Sallust, Cat., 51). Even though the Romans did not make

any sudden radical departure from traditional equipment and tactics, they showed them-

selves past-masters of the art of war by rendering perfect and effective the borrowed

devices upon which other nations had exhausted their resorcefulness. Their particular

forte was not so much creating as re-creating.

The vast fabric of Rome's colossal civilization was cut on a foreign pattern, yet

judgment was always exercised in the selection of the cloth. In the words of Polybius

(VI, 25, 11),
n Whatever they saw, they lost no time in imitating; for if any nation is

adept at transferring customs and imitating what is better, it is the Romans ".

haben, class dieses Volk die Amme der kleinen Gottin

Roma gewesen ist, dass gerade durch diesen Ammen-
dienst die Etrusker irhen Zweck in der Geschichte er-

fullt haben, und endlich, und vielleicht am wichtigsten von

allem, dass diese kleine Gottin selbst in ihrer Kindheit

diese Einfliisse zu beherrschen verstand und sic in den

Dienst der ewigen Stadt zu setzen ". J. B. CARTER,

Rom. Mitth., XXV, 1910, p. 88.



PLATE 51.

2. 3.

1, Scene from Trajan's Column. 2, Shield (%) from Corneto. 3, Black-figured Vase from Corneto.



PLATE 52.

i.

3. 4.

Painting from Cervetri. 2, Cinctura. 3, Fibula (

2

/ 5 ) from Pontesodo. 4, Bronze Statuette in British Museum.



PLATE 53.
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4.
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1, Spear-head from Telemon. 2, Spear-head from Corneto. 3, Sauroter from Corneto. 4, 5, Swords

from Corneto. 6, Frieze from Toscanella. 7, Spear-head and Sauroter from Rome. 8, Spear-head

from Vetulonia.



PLATE 54.

2.

3. 4.

1, Bucchero Vase in Museo di Villa Giulia. 2, Plan of a Terramara. 3, Helmet from Rome. 4, Frieze from Cervetri.




